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PREFACE

The National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER) was established to expand and
disseminate knowledge about earthquakes, improve earthquake-resistant design, and implement
seismic hazard mitigation procedures to minimize loss of lives and property. The emphasis is on
structures in the eastern and central United States and lifelines throughout the country that are found
in zones of low, moderate, and high seismicity.

NCEER's researl.:h and implementation plan in years six through ten (1991-1996) comprises four
interlocked elements, 8!' shown in fhe figure below. Element I, Basic Research, is carried out to support
projects in the Applied Research area. Element II, Applied Research, is the major focus ofwork for
years six through ten. Element 1II, Demonstration Projects, have been planned to support Applied
Research projects, and will be either case studies or regional studies. Element IV, Implementation, will
result from activity in the four Applied Research projects, and from Demonstration Projects.

ELEMENT I
BASIC RESE;ARCH

• seismic hazard and
ground motion

• Soils and geotechnical
engineering

• Structurea and systems

• Risk and reliability

• Prote<:tive and Intelligent
systems

• Societal and economic
studi..

ELEMENT"
APPLIED RESEARCH

• The B..:i1ding Project

• The Nonstructural
Components Project

• The Lifelines Project

• The Highway Project

ELEMENT tit
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

CaseStudi..
• Active and hybrid control
• Hospital and data processing

facilities
• Short and medium span brldgN
• Water aupply aystems In

Memphis and San Francisco
Regional Studies

• New York City
• Mi.sisaippi Valley
• San Francisco Bal' Area

ELEMENT IV
IMPLEMENTATION

• Conterenc:esmork.ho~

• EducationlTraining co...,...
• Publications
• PUblic Awareness

Research tasks in the NODstructUrai Components Project focus on analytical and experimental
investigations of seismic behavior of secondary systems, investigating hazard mitigation through
optimization and protection, and developing rational criteria and procedures for seismic design and
perfonnance evaluation. Specifically, tasks are being performed to: (1) provide a risk analysis of a
selected group ofnonstruetural elements; (2) improve simplified analysis so that research results can
be readily used by practicing engineers; (3) protect sensitive equipment and critical subsystems using
passive, active or hybrid systems; and (4) develop design and performance evaluation guidelines.
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The end product of the Nonstructural Components Project will be a set of simple guidelines for
design, performance evaluation, support design, and protection and mitigation measures in the form
ofhandbooks or computer codes, and software and hardware associated with innovative protection
technology.

The protective and intelligent systems program constitutes one ofthe important areas ofresearch
in the Nonstructural Components Project Current tasks include the following:

J. Evaluate the performance of full-scale active bracing and active mass dampers already in piace
in terms of performance, power requirements, maintenance, reliability and cost.

2 Compare passive and active control strategies in terms of structural type, degree ofeffective
ness, cost and long-term reliability.

3. Perform fundamental studies of hybrid control.
4. Develop and test hybrid control systems

The .f'orkpre.,·ellted ill this report is aimedal deveiopiflK a Simple yet u(:curate procedurejor seismic
analysis anddeSign ojsecondary.\ystems. COllsiderahle gap... exist between the state-oj-the-research
and the stale-of-Ihe-praclice in this area and the attempt here IS to ill(:orporate recent resear..:h
results into the development oj practical design and perjormance emluatlOn procedures jor
secondary .\y.'items. An energy-ba.'ied approach is developedfor this purpose. It is shown that thi,!;
approachjacilitatestheexaminationojhasicdyllamiccharacreristlC.:sofpnmary-secondarysystems
ofengineering interest, thus leading to a .,·imp/e procedurejor the alla/y.\is anddesign of.~·econdary

systems under seismic /oad~·.
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ABSTRACT

The dynamic analysis and design of secondary systems have been extensively studied over the

last two decades, resulting in a better understanding of their general dynamic charal:teristics. One

of the I:urrent challenges for resean;hers is to develop simple yet accurate procedures incorporating

these research results and transfer them into the development of practil:a1 design and performance

ev..luation procedures. This is the basic thrust of this report.

Statistical energy analysis has been proven to be a powerful tool in the dynamic analysis

of complex systems involving interaction effect between acoustic field and structure. In this

report. such a tool is systematically introduced to simplify the analysis and design procedures of

secondary systems. This investigation starts out with the identification of special problems and

assumption verification a'isociated with the extension of its application. The relation between

power fkw transmitted from one system to another and energies stored in two systems coupled

by a conservative element is naturally extended to non-conservatively coupled systems which are

commonly encountered in civil engineering. The l'oncept of dissipative and penetrating power flow

is developed to characterize the dissipating and transmitting properties of the coupling element.

The relationship developed in a generic system is then applied to a simple primary-secondary

system to investigate the general behavior of power flow and energy quantities. Their equivalence

to the conventional response variables such as relative displacement and absolute acceleration is

demonstrated analytically as well as through numerical examples.

For a general complex system in which many high-frequency modes are excited by the

external excitation. a simple procedure in statistical energy analysis is directly applicable. For

intermediate cases commonly encountered in civil engineering where a few low-frequency modes

in primary-secondary system are excited by external forces, a mean-square condensation method is

developed to condense the number of degrees of freedom step-by-step through energy equivalence
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before and after wndensation. C1osed-fllrm formulations used in the l:ondensutilln process are

derived so that response I.:akulations can be expedited.

The pllwer flow and energy analyses are funher extended to a class of complex primary

secondary systems for which the interal:tion etlect between di~ferent branches of the secondary

system is thoroughly studied; optimum damping of the secondary system is recognil.ed as in

the simple primary-sel:ondary system and the dynamil: characteristics of multi-tuned primary

sel:ondary systems are investigated. The exal:l solution for this class of complex systems can also

serve to assess many types of approximated schemes proposed in the pa.st.

A decoupling criterion for the dynamic response of secondary systems is systematically

established. The question about whil.'h response characteristics (primary or secondary) are mlm:

sensitive to the del:oupling action is tirst rai ..ed and studied. The conservative domains in which

non-interal:tion analyses give rise to overestimated result.. for different systems are investigated and

wmpared under different conditions. Sufficient conditiuns for dynamic decoupling of secondary

system" are also developed in this report.
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SECTION 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The dynamic behavior of complex. structural systems such ao~ one or more light secondary

systems (S-system) attached to a heavier primary system (P-system) in a seismic environment has

been an active research topic during the last twenty years. As a result, a better understanding of

their general dynamic characteristics has been reached. On the other hand. practical regulations

and design codes in this area are still at a crude stage where the static-equivalent lateral force

methodology is still being used to design an S-system and the amplification factor due to flex.ibility

of the S-system has not been properly taken into account. Therefore. one of the challenges for

researchers is to simplify the abundant research results obtained in the past and transfer the new

technology to practical design levels (871.

For a preliminary design. only preliminary data on S-systems are available at the time when

a design engineer seeks a rea'lonable or even optimal design of anchorages linking the S- with

P-systems and attachment configurations. These limited information prevent the engineer from

dning a detailed analysis for a specific response quantity of interest. A comprehensive dynamic

analysis of combined primary-secondary systems (P-S system) is thus not only uneconomical

but also impossible. Consequently. the conventional floor response spectrum approach as well

a'i its various modification by including inte;oaction and non-cla'isical damping effects has found

extensive applications.

The procedure to calculate maximum r~sponse quantities of S-systems using floor response

spectrum is basically deterministic although filJ1dom vibration analysis is often involved in the

interim to establish the relation between floor response spectrum and ground response spectrum.

It may be reasonable to interpret the floor response spectrum as an average maximum response

within certain design period and earthquake randomness has therefore been implied. On the other
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hand. uncertainties associated with structural parameter variations and those of the foundation (if

the soil-structure interaction is of concern) can not be incorporated into the detenninistic analysis.

These uncertainties will have a significant influence on the behavior of P-S systems. especially in

the tuned case. The situation becomes even worse when higher modes in a complex system are

not negligible in the response calculation. Under these circumstances. classical modal analysis

is incapable of incorporating uncertainties arising from seismic input and structural parameters.

Based on these observations. statistical analysis (~an be considered as a good alternative.

Statistical energy analysis (SEA). developed in the early 1960s. has its extensive applications

in the sound-structure interaction environment. Its application was extended to structure-structure

interactions among which electronic package vibration wa" initially studied. This powerful tool

was introduced in [45) to the analysis of P-S systems excitej by white noise. Further research on

the application of this ba<;ic principle incorporating the characteristics of both earthquake inputs

and P-S systems is clearly warranted.

For the purpose of this study. both P- and S-systems are defined as viscously and proportionally

damped, linearly elastic systems. All parameters ofan S-system such as mass. stiffness and damping

are considered to be much smaller than the corresponding parameters of the P-system. The S

system is supported by the P-system in an arbitrary manner which is in turn anchored to a rigid

base subjected to random excitations. These excitations are considered throughout this report as

broad-band stochastic processes with unity power spectral density except for specified cases.

1.1 Objectives

The major motivation in this study is to apply statistical energy analysis to the dynamic

analysis of P-S syster.~s. Special problems (assumptions) associated with the application in this

particular field are identified and evaluated in detail. It appears that SEA can be directly applied

to the dynamic analysis of a stiff S-sysr.em attached to a structure when excitations have rich high

frequency components so that the dynamic responses of high frequency modes are appreciable.

Since these conditions are not satisfied in most civil engineering problems. an approximate method

derived from SEA is motivated. Consequently. a whole framework of energy based analysis of
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p-s combined systems is developed to cover all the cases encountered in civil engineering.

There is no doubt that the ultimate impact of the energy principles mentioned in the preceding

paragraph rests with their applicability in practical engineering. Relationship between energy and

power flow on the one hand and relative displacement and absolute acceleration on the other is

first established for a simple P-S system. This is then extended to one class of complex systems

for which interaction effects berween different bran\:hes of the S-system, multiply tuned and

non-classical damping effects. are precisely evaluated. For general P-S systems, a simple yet

accurate approach referred to as mean-square condensation is developed and errors associated

with these formulations are qualitatively evaluated through illustrative examples as well as the

decoupling analysis presented in a separate section.

1.2 Organization

The investigation presented here is composed of nine sections whose interrelationships can be

best described by Fig. 1-1.

In Section 2. extensive literature surveys both for the dynamic analysis of P-S systems and

for the development of SEA are presented. Emphasis for die P-S system analysis is placed

on the decoupling criteria and combination rules which are directly related to the research

presented herein. as well as the key papers to help us better understand the fundamental dynamic

characteristics involved in P-S complex systems. For the second pan. attention is paid to the

fundamental development of SEA for the convenience of civil engineers.

Section 3 deals with the issues related to the applicability of SEA in earthquake engineering.

In particular. energy equipartition assumption between modes are verified under the excitation of

ground displacement and acceleration.

Decoupling criteria (sufficient conditions) of coupled P-S systems for different response

quantities under various excitations are studied in Section 4. Comparisons between various

decoupling criteria are made to demonstrate the ultimate behavior of sufficient conditions proposed

here and detailed analysis of conservatism involved in the non-interaction analysis is presented in

an interactive graph between the mass ratio and the frequency ratio. This study provides a basis
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for the a..'isessment of different approximate approaches used for evaluating the S-system response.

In Section 5, a fundamental relation between power flow transmitted from one oscillator to

another and energies stored in two individual oscillators is established. which is central to the

development of SEA. The definition of power flow between conservatively-coupled systems is

extended in a consistent way to non-conservatively coupled systems commonly encountered in

civil engineering. TIle power flow is divided into penetrating and dissipative parts on physical

ground; the first part corresponds to the power flow between n)flservative!y-coupled oscillators

whereas the second represents the dissipated power in the connection. Its direct application to

simple P-S systems is followed in Section 6 to examine the basic dynamic characteristics of P-S

systems uf engineering interest from the viewpoint of power flow and energy representations.

In Section 7, further applications of the fundamental relation developed in Section 5 to a class

of multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) P-S systems are examined to determine the exact solution of

dynamic response of both P- and S-systems. These exact results are obtained by transforming the

MDOF P-S system into a series of subsystems with a small number of degree-of-freedom (DOF),

for example, 2-DOF systems fDr which the fundamental relation is valid.

Section 8 deals with the most commonly-encountered cases in civii engineering. in which

a few low modes of the P-S system play an essential part in the dynamic response of P- and

S-systems. Due to relative low sensitivity of these modal properties to a small variation in structural

parameters, the power flow and energy defined in Section 5 are adopted here through individual

members instead of their population. It is on this basis that the mean-square condensation approach

is developed.

In Section 9, the basic procedure and characteristic of previously developed approaches are

summarized and future research directions are indicated.
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SECTION 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Dynamic Analysis and Design of S-System

A large amount of effort h~ been devoted over the last two decades to the development of

methods for seismic analysis and design of S-systems which are anchored or attached to heavier

P-systerns. These efforts were motivated mainl) by increasing utilization of critical S-systems

such as mechanical and elecrrical assemblages as well as piping syster.1s in nuclear power plants

and industrial facilities. In many situations, these systems are valuable themselves and playa vital

role in safeguarding the supporting structural integrity.

2.1.1 Classification of S-Systems

A variety of S-systems, fonning a pan of and/or supported by a structUre. are categorized in

[63] into thre-e groups based on their involvement in the structure, i.e .. structural elements,

nonstructural components (architectural components), and equipment.

Srrucrural elements are defined as portions of a structure having a sL"",:rural function.

Included are structural walls. diaphragms. and penthouses.

Nonsrrutural components are portions of a structure not having a structural function.

Nonstructural exterior or interior walls and panitions, ornaments and building appendages.

suspended ceilings, etc., are in this category.

Equipment consisting of mechanical, plumbing, and electrical assemblies include but are not

limited to: (a) chimney, stacks and towers; (b) machinery; (c) boilers, pressure vessels, tanks,

pumps. motors. cooling towers, control panels. and standby power equipment; (d) piping. conduit

and ducts.

From the connection propeny point of view, they can be divided into the following two

groups:

Rigid Attachment. In this group, an S-system is ri~idly connected to its supporting P

system. The effect of the S-system on the P-system is only an increase of vibrational period and
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the small S-systern can be designed separately to withstand the equivalent static force generated

from earthquakes.

Flexible AttachmenL An S-system is often designed in such a way that it is attached to

the P-system through some flexible elements which are supposed to isolate the vibrational energy

from the P-sysrem. Due to dynamic characteristics of the S-system, the dynamic response of the

S-sysrem is most often interrelated with the frequency characteristics of the supporting system.

Most practical codes such a~ [96] employ the equivalent static force design with discrimination

under distinct attachment>; described above.

2.1.2 Damage Pattern of S-Systems in Building

Damage in S-systems has generally been cause-d by earthquake-induced motions with excessive

deformation and stresses. From post-earthquake investigations in the field, it can be observed that

any particular component of the S-system undergoes either one or both of two different types of

actions, namely. (a) change of shape forced by the overall deformation of its suppOiting building

(P-system) as a whole, such as the wall set within the structural frame; (b) vibrational response of

the component excited by the structural motions, such as mechanical and electrical equipment [56].

Corresponding to these actions damage in S-systems during earthquakes can be distinguished into

two different effects - relative displacement effects and vibration effects.

Relative Displacement Eff'ects. The relative displacement effects on the S-system behavior

can be qualitatively described in tenns of overstress and impact actions. An S-system whose

movement is subjected to the restraint of the P-system will experience crushing and cracking

during strong earthquakes and generate overstress. In many cases, any gap existing between

adjacent elements (S-systems) will be widened or narrowed repeatedly, leading to impacting effect

(pounding effect) between the S-systems.

Vibrational Eft'~ A structure subjected to seismic loads will experience a severe motion

which in turn excites the S-system attached to the structure. The damage due to the vibration

can be any combination of overstresses, excessive deflections, impact of adjacent elements and

instability.
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Based on the observation of possible patterns that an S-system will experience during moderate

or strong earthquakes. there is no doubt that it is desirable to consider potential damage reduction

in any structural or even an.:hitectural detailing design for the S-system. Beyond that. however.

dynamic or equivalent static design of individual element is necessary. which is the scope of this

report.

2.1.3 Current Practice in Response Calculation and Design

As reviewed in [14 I. Roor response spectrum and combined P-S system analysis are the two

ha"ic approaches currently used in practical design to analy/,(' the dynamic response of S-systems.

2.1.3.1 Floor Response Spectrum Approach

Design of an S-system by floor response spectrum (FRS). a.-. many de~ign cuees recommend

[5.100}, is consistent with P-system design by ground response spectrum and is thus easy to be

accepted by professional communitiers. In this method. the dynamic response of the P-system at

the support point of an S-system 1.'0 determined first with the absence of the S-system and then

adopted as an input to calculate the maximum response of a fictitious single-degree-of-freedom

(SDOF) oscillator with varying period and damping ratio. namely. FRS. In multiple supported

cases. the envelop of Roor response spectra at all supporting locations is considered as the design

response spectrum for the S-system. As one can see. this cooe-specified approach allows the

dynamic analyses of P- and S-syste,,~ to be performed separately. which is usually referred to as

an uncoupled analysis.

Accounting for uncertainties in structural parameters as well as earthquake input and its

propa~ating media properties [2]. a design FRS is obtained by broadening spectrum pea.ks of

the calculared FRS. A suggested method for a quantitative determination of peak broadening

associated with the structural frequencies is proposed in 198]. in which variations of structural

frequencies with each significant uncertain parameter such as soil modulus or material density

are first calculated and then combined together to obtain the total frequency variation by the

commonly-used square-root-of-the-sum-of-squares (SRSS) rule.
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Since FRS method provides a simple procedure for response calculations of S-systems. it

has been widely \lsed by engineering practitioners and applied in t~eir professional participations.

However. the method may produce serious inaccuracies when frequency of the S-system is tuned

to one or more frequencies of the P-system. In these tuned cases. design code for nuclear power

plant allows a combined analysis of P-$ systems in the time domain to incorporate the interaction

effect between the P- and S-system.

2.].3.2 Combined P·S System Approach

In this approach. an S-system is considered a.-; an integral part of a P-S structural system.

Both mlldal malysis and direct integration method in the conventional sense are thus quire

straightforward. A few deficiencies associated with this approach include: (a) large number uf

degrees of freedom that will make the combined analysis uneconomical or even impossible; (b)

numerical inaccuracy due to the fact that P- and S-systems have quite dissimilar orders of structural

parameters; (c) incapability of capturing the construction process of the P- and S-system. i.e ..

P-system is always designed prior to the S-system. At the time of designing the P-systt'm. only

tentative infoffilation on the S-system is available. which is in favor of describing P- and S-sysrems

by their individual frequency characteristics in nature; and (d) re-analysis of L1e whole P-S system

subjected to any modification in the S-system alone.

2.1.3.3 Dynamic Decoupling Criteria

As seen from the pre..:eding paragraphs. the FRS m("thod is obviously more attractive than the

combined P-S system approach. Therefore. it has always been given first priority in engineering

designs. The limitation of this approach is often described as the dynamic decoupling criterion of

S-sysrem. A simple design criterion was employed in (98J to decide whether the FRS approach

is acceptable or not as shown in Fig. 2-1. in wl\ich R,.., and R..., are defined as mass ratio and

frequency ratio between the S- and P-system. They are ('ften considered as indices of interaction

afId tuning degree between P- and S-systems. respectively.
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2.1.4 Recent Development

2.1.4.1 General Characteristics of P·S System
Although there are a variety of different fonns and characteristics, some of the basic

dynamic characteristics "f P-S systems are common. These general characteristics, which

constitute the topics of intensive studies in the past, are summarized in the followings.

1. General Attachment Configuration. An S-system can be supported by a P-system at any

arbitral locations or even at the base of the P-S system directly.

'2. General Resonance Characteristics. Any number of frequencies of the S-system may be

in any manner tuned or nearly tuned with the P-system.

3. Dynamic Interaction. In general, P- and S- systems interact with each other, especially

when the modal masses of the S-system are not negligible and its frequencies are tuned with the

P-system.

4. Dynamic Correlations. Both modal correlation and correlation between multiple support

excitations can not be ignored in the dynamic analysis of the S-system under certain conditions.

The correlation between pseudo-static and dynamic components of the S-sy~tem response, the

division complying with conventional code-specified method [5]. can not be neglected. either.

5. Non-Cla~sical Dampmg. Even though each subsystem has proponional damping

characteristics. their combined peS system rna)' have non-proponional damping. The effect of this

damping characteristic on the behavior of the S-system becomes significant when the damping

difference between the P- and S- systems increases, particularly if two subsystems are tuned.

All of the above five characteristics are generally interrelated in their effect on the dynamic

response of an S-system. However. the dynamic interaction between P- and S-syste:ms may be the

most imponant characteristic, the neglect of which will suhstantially facilitate the analysis and

design of the S-system and yet involve potentially the greatest amount of error in the S-systeJn

analysis.
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2.1.4.2 Decoupling Criteria

As shown in Fig. 2-1, the decoupling criteria in [48.67,98) are characterized by abrupt

discontinuities. which lack sufficiemjustification. A much more rational approach was investigated

in (291 to develop the relationship between R", and Hm • To extend this approach to MDOF P-S

systems, a subjective expression was proposed to evaluate the modal mass. which led to arguments

of [26). Whi Ie this cn tenon is usually considered to be a necessary condilion for allowable response

error of a coupled system, this has been found not to be sufficient. Based on the above two poinL,,_

an analysis of response error due to decoupling by the response spectrum approach was conducted

and a new expression for modal mass was thus introduced in [26.27). The dynamic characteristics

of 2-DOF equipment-structure systems was also studied in [34] to arrive at a decoupling criterion

by perturbation approach

( fP)R,.,. < e 4 + .E~ ~p~. (2.1)

in which ~" =0 (~p + ~.)/2, ~p and ~. are damping ratios of the P- and S-system. respectively; f is

a tolerable error for mean-square displacement of the S-system and {3 =2(1 - R....l!(l + R",) is a

tuning parameter. This criterion has been further applied to evaluate the error due to the neglect of

interaction effect in the response calculation of general MDOF P-S systems (37].

2.1.4.3 Dynamic Response Calculation of Singly-Attacbed S-System

Analysis Without Interaction. The FRS approach is a powerful tool to calculate the dynamic

response of S-systems in non-interaction analysis. Among earlier research works in this realm.

direct generation procedures for FRS were developed in [8,39] based on the concept that the

maximum acceleration of an S-system may be approximated as an amplification of either (a)

the ground response spectrum or (b) the peak acceleration of the floor at which the S-system

is supported. When the first mode representation of a structural system is acceptable, the first

approximation is more accurate for small Rw while the second more accurate for large Rw. For

MDOF P-systems, the conventional SRSS combination rule has been incorporated. which appears

to be much more conservative than those of time history approach. Thus. this approach has
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not been widely applied in the industry. An alternate approach ba~ on Fourier transfonn wa~

developed in [11,71]. Random vibration theory was also employed to establish the relationship

between FRS and ground response spectrum 174.75.103].

All of these methods have been shown to give rea~onable accuracy for SDOF systems

with relatively small mass and frequency that is not tuned into any frequency of the P-system.

Otherwise. the error generated by neglecting the interaction effect will consistently make the

methods unaccepUible. A quantitative evaluation of these errors was perfonned in (16.39.75].

Since the inherent tuning characteristics in the P-S system will make many fonnulations derived

in the above yield infinite result... the perfectly tuned system wa'i treated separately in (62. 76].

However. these result" continue to ignore interaction and are inaccurate for nearly tuned systems.

The error involved in the analysis without interaction increases rapidly as mass ratio R"" increases

and frequency ratin Rw approaches unity as shown in Fig. 2-1.

Analysis With Interaction. Under this category. extensive research to generate FRS with

interaction effect have been conducted during the past decades. A simple 2-DOF system

is employed in [16} to compute the exact root-mean-square (RMS) response to a stationary

excitation. For MDOF P-systems. analytical methods were presented in [90] for the calculation of

exal:t eigenproperties of combined P-S systems by solving a nonlinear algebraic equation. These

methods can be effectively applied to both light and heavy equipment.

In other studies. approximations are made to simplify the analysis of the combined system.

An MDOF P- and S-system was reduced to a series of 2-DOF subsystems and their responses were

calculated in tenus of 2-DOF response spectra (61]. A notion of effective mass ratio to obtain

approximate mode shapes and frequencies of the P-S system was used in [58,60]. Although these

methods have sound theoretical basis, a certain level of accuracy has to be satisfied to obtain good

approximations for the combined system response in the fonnulations of modal propenies and

combination rule of modal response quantities [105].

Most of the research in this category have been carried out using the perturbation method
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The small parameters (perturbed parameters) are the mass. stiffness, and damping tenl1S of the S

system [69]. With the knowledge of the relative orders of different small parameters. a tuned 2

DOF system was accurately analyzed and closed-fonn expressions for the frequency

characteristics were obtained. Other research using the modal approach to the analysis of P-S

systems includes those of [17.68.70.105]. In this method. the frequency characteristics of a

combined P·S system are !irst obtained and then adopted to calculate the modal responses of the

S-system which are further combined with certain rules to come up with the total response of the

S-system. More thorough analyses using perturbation theory were conducted to obtain the modal

frequency parameters of complex P-S systems, including all the inherent problems [34.36J. A

more fonnal and systematic penurbation scheme has also been developed in [76].

Modal Combination Rule. A statistically-based SRSS rule has extensively been applied in

the dynamic analysis of traditional structures with well-spaced natural frequencies [15J. For a

complex P-S system. however. this rule basically fails to give an accurate prediction of the S

system response from the modal responses including the interaction effect. The- effect of cross

correlation between closely-spaced modes of the combined P-S system has been studied in [l08].

They proposed a more rational combination mle in certain cases. namely. complete quadratic

combination (CQC). These two rules were further mixed in the response analysis of P-S systems

in [85J. using CQC to combine all the modal correlation effect in each direction and using SRSS

to combine the directional correlation for multi-directional earthquake excitations. In order to

account for the so-called "missing mass" effect [64]. an alternative SRSS rule was suggested to

calculate the seismic design response [771. They utilized a mode acceleration method instead of

mode displacement method to reduce the "missing mass" error due to truncation of the higher

frequency modes in the response calculation [78]. The seismic input in such a case. however. has

to be described by relative acceleration and velocity response spectrum instead of the

conventional pseudo-acceleration spectmm.

A great improvement about the combination role has been achieved in [25,29-31]. They

divided the response of any mode into a damped periodic and rigid parts which are combined by
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SRSS and algebraic sum rules. respectively. The idea behind this approach is that. beyond a

cenain "rigid" frequency, all the modal responses are perfectly correlated and should be combined

by algebraic sums while. for modes with intennediate frequencies. the correlation hetween the

damped response and the rigid response varies from zero to one. This correlation factor (<X.".) ,

defined as rigid response coefficient. is approximately calculated by

1,

O.
log (<0/ <0 (1 ) )

(, (I)'log (<0 .J /<.0 )
ex - jrrc -

(2.2)

where the frequencies ro(l} and ro(2) are related to the spectral response characteristics; they are

expressed as

Sa,max
=

Sv,max
(2 3)

(2.4)

in which S..... and S._ are the maximum spectral acceleration and velocity; (1)(r) is the "rigid"

frequency. To avoid the involvement of multiple spectra consideration, a full zero period

acceleration was applied to globally compute the rigid part response [23].

For a multiply-supponed S-system such as a piping system, the required combination rule is

much more complex. It usually involves the modal and multiple-support correlations [3).

Non-Classical Damping Effects. A general P-S system is non-classically damped in nature

due to differences that exist between the damping characteristics in the P- and S- systems. Hence,

the damping matrix of the combined system can not be diagonalized by r.ormal modes of the

undamped system. The neglect of off-diagonal terms of the resulting damping matrix in the modal

space will induce significant errors in response computations in some situations. Errors in

response calculation of 2-DOF non-classically damped structures by neglecting the off-diagonal

damping terms were analyzed in [107]. It was indicated that the resulting errors are significant
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only when 11 Re· (epIc• • Cp and c. are damping coefficients of the P- and S-systems. respectively) is

less than 1O-:l in this case. A criterion for neglecting the non-classical damping effect in the tuned

case was developed in [34] as

(2.5)

in which lJ is a non-classical damping parameter which is defined as

(2.6)

In nearly tuned cases. there is no simple criterioll yet under which non-classical damping

is negligible. A more comprehensive parametric study of an SDOF equipment attached to

a classically damped MDOF structure has been made in [lID]. Other works approx.imately

accounting for non-classical damping effect in the response calculation of S-syst.ems have also

been done [28.33.87].

2.1.4.4 Dynamic Response Calculation of Multiple-Supported S-System

The uncoupled analysis of a multiple-supported S-system is more complicated in computation

than that of singly-attached S-system when time history analysis is adopted. However. analysis

with FRS will generate additional problems in this case. namely. (a) conventional FRS can not

carry the phase infonnation between different supports to which an S-system is connected; (b) one

more level of combination of maximum responses due to different support excitations is required.

resulting in a more complex combination rule as mentioned before.

The response analysis of S-sysrems with FRS in tenns of its individual support motions with

heuristic procedures for combination have been perfonned in [1.73,104]. This subjective nature

of combination can not properly account for important effects such as cross-correlations between

modal responses as well s support excitations, which will lead to erroneous prediction of the total

response as demonstrated in [l06}. A random vibration approach was also developed to analyze

multiple-supported S-systems. including the cross-correlation effect [9,10,47.SO]. Following the
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standard practice in industry [5]. an analytical fonnulation for seismic analysis of these complex

systems has been developed by decomposing the response of an S-system into "inenial" or

"dynamic" effects and effects due to "relative seismic support displaceult:m,," or "pseudo-static

motion". The seismic input in this approach is defined in tenns of auto and cross pseudo

acceleration and relative velocity FRS.

Regarding the application of perturbation theory. the same methodology can be used and the

same procedures can be followed in this general cases as in singly-anached systems to obtain the

frequency characteristics of the combined P-S system. These frequency characteristics in the case

of two separate SDOF S-systems have been employed to develop cross-oscillator cross-floor

response spectrum (CCFS), an extension of the conventional FRS thaT takes into account

correlations between support excitations and between modal responses as well as other general

dynamic characteristics identified in Section 2.1.4.1. As in the conventional FRS analysis, the

CCFS method consists of two main steps: (a) evaluation of CCFS in tenns of ground response

spectrum; and (b) evaluation of S-system response by modal combination in tenns of CCFS.

2.1.5 Further Research Needs
As pointed out in [14,83], several areas deserve more research attentions:

Effect of Inelastic Behavior of P-system. Engineering StruCTUreS may behave inelastically

under the action of severe eanhquakes. The effect of yielding in the P-system on the input to the

S-system was first studied in [50]. Recently, linear and nonlinear response of structures and

equipment subjected to California and Eastern United States earthquakes have been investigated

in [94]. The response characteristics of inelastic 2-00F p·S system was also srudied in [38].

However, this scarce infonnation is not sufficient to provide a good understanding of the seismic

characteristics of multiply-supported piping systems attached to nonlinear structures.

Optimization and Protection. One direct way to mitigate the potential seismic damage to

S-systems is to enhance their dynamic perfonnance through optimization in their placement

within a P-system or in their support design as dt..nonstrated in [46].

A variety of passive control devices can be incorporated into a P-system to dissipate
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supplemental energy and thus reduce its dynamic response. which isolates the input energy from

the S-system. Viscoelastic damper is one of such devices that has been demonstrated by numerical

analyses as well as by experiments to be effective in upgrading the structural perfonnance (!14].

The seismic mput to an S-sy,;tem can also be reduced by isolating either the P-system or the S·

systems directly. Such isolation can be installed at the base of the P.system or under a floor

[41,95).

Codes and Standards. A better understanding of the dyl'<lI11lC behavior of S-systems has

been gained with significant progress over the last few yt'ar\. A major thrust now has been to

develop a framework which captures the important findings or dynamic characteristics of P-S

systems but can be readily applied to improve simple design plOcedures in practice [87). The fust

step toward this goal has been achieved in [88).

2.2 Dn'elopment of Statistical Energ)' Analysis (SEA)

In general, conventional vibration analyses of mechanical and structural systems subjected

to various environmental loads such as earthquakes are conducted for a few lower modes as these

modes receive almost all the energy generated by external loads. However. a complex system

such as a P-S combined assemblage often possesses multiply tuned modes between the p. and S

system as listed in Section 2.1.4.1. Moreover. frequencies of these resonant modes are sometimes

over the higher range due to the designers' prior knowledge about detuning the low frequency

modes between the P- and the S- system as well as their truncation of higher modes in

synthesizing the total response. The existence of closely-spaced modes in the individual P- or S

systems further adds complexity to these types of problems. Modal parameters of higher modes

are characterized by uncertainties and so are the dynamic response attributed to these modes. The

resonance frequencies and mode shapes of these modes show great sensitivity to details of

geometry and construction. This means that the system can realistically be represented only by a

statistical model.

If there is a reason for statistical approach stemming from the nature of the dynamic

problems. there is equal motivation from the viewpoint of application. As indicated in Section
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2.1.3.2, only tentative design infonnation is available about S-systems when structural engineers

are faced with making response estimations at a given stage of preliminary design. These

estimations are required to qualify the S-system and to design appropriate attachement~. the

amount l'f d:unping, anu attachment conflguratilms. Highly detailed analyses with spe,ific

knowledge of geometric wnfiguration, construction and loading environment are impossible.

At this stage. simpler statistical estimations of response to external loads that preserve a rough

parameter dependence are appropria:e to the designer's needs.

It is relevant to mention here that some of the dynamic characteristics associated with a P-S

system are actually beneficial from a statistical point of view. The very large number of degrees

of freedom. for example. tends to smooth out the fluctuations in response prediction. The tuning

effect and closely-spaced mode effect can also reduce the variation of predicted response because,

in these cases. modal energies will concentrate in a narrow frequency band. These properties

assure that a statistical vibrational analysis would be attractive in this particular field under certain

circumstances.

2.2.1 A Brief Historical Survey

Statistical energy analysis was originally developed by Lyon and Smith in the 1960s. Lylln

calculated the power flow between two lightly and linearly coupled resonators subjected to

independent white noise sources in the first part of 153]. It was found that the power flow between

two conservatively-coupled oscillators is proportional to the difference of average modal energies

of the tw(' oscillators. which formed a fundamental relationship in the funher development of SEA

framework.

Smith [86} independendy calculated the response of a resonator excited by a diffuse. broad

band sound field. and discovered that the system response reached a limit when radiation damping

of the resonator exceeded its internal damping. Moreover, this limit due to the reaction of the

sound field was independent of the precise value of the radiation damping.

In the second part of [53]. they studied the power flow between two multi-modal systems
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and explained that the Smith's limiting vibration amounted to an equality of energy between the

resonator and the average modal energy of the sound field.

Lyon's work for two weakly coupling resonators was extended to general coupling conditions

(72,971. They defined the uncoupled systems as the blocked ones, meaning that the other system

was held fixed while the system being considered wa.<; allowed to vibrate. The two-system theory

was also extended in [20) to develop predictions from energy distribution for three systems coupled

in tandem. The vibrational energy transmission in three-element structures wa.<; further investigateJ

in (54).

SEA theory originally applied in the acoustic field. specifically the sound-structure interaction

problem, wa.<; utilized to predin the energy transmission between structure-structure systems (52].

Involved in the SEA fonnulation are modal density and coupling loss factor. Their evaluation

under various interacting connections between systems is the key to the application of SEA. The

plate-edge admittance related to the structural coupling loss factor was calculatt'.d in [211. Modal

density prediction is not as difficult as the calculation of coupling loss factors as demonstrated in

[32].

SEA is developed to grasp the gross features of a complex system with little information

available in a preliminary design. The question of uncertainty quantification will therefore be raised

by practical engineers. The variance of dynamic responses of a system with structure-structure

interaction was evaluated in [52], where relatively few modes participate in the energy sharing

process.

Attempts to better understand the theoretical basis for SEA and the limiting effect with its

assumptions on the range of applications have been made by many investigators. Among them,

the most notable efforts to elucidate implications of the SEA model in terms of classical vibration

analysis were made in [lll-Il3]. The power flow prediction by SEA was compared with an

"exact" calculation within a high frequency range in [66] and a good agreement has been obtained

between them. Rayleigh's classical approach was applied in [106] to the study of vibration of

systems with a finite number of degrees of freedom to probe the regions of applicability of SEA.
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The research objective is twofold: one is to show how the classical approach can yield the exact

results of (52] as well as an interesting extension; the other is to see wider conditions under

which the necessary assumptions associated with SEA are approximately satisfied. The connection

between classical modal analysis and SEA was also investigated in 119,43]. It was shown that

results of SEA can be obtained by ~tudying the asymptotic behavior of classical modal analysis

for a general structural system.

While the SEA model for conservatively-coupled subsystems is well developed, it has been

recently extended to include non-conservative coupling between subsystems by incorporating

effects of coupling element in the loss factor terms. The power flow between two non

conservatively coupled oscillators subjected to broad-band stochastic forces was first derived in

(91] and was shown to be not only proportional to the energy difference of the two oscillators, but

also dependent on the energy absolute values. Due to dissipative effect in the connection element,

the absolute values of power flows in each direction are generally not identical. A different

definition or power flow between two non-conservatively coupled oscillators has been introduced

in (22]. With the advent of theoretical research on this issue, the experimental measurement

for loss factors attributed to the non-conservatively coupled elements have recently been made

[42,91,93]. For instance. the coupling damping of non-conservatively-coupled cylindrical shells

was estimated.

All the previous work are mainly focused on the steady state power flow relationship between

linearly-coupled subsystems. The energy flow relation in the transient state has been studied in

[44] and its theoretical prediction was in good agreement with the measured result for the case of

two plates coupled through a force transducer. The steady-state power balance equations of SEA

was also extended in [65] to include unsteady excitations and responses. The resulting first-order

linear differential equations are analogous to those encountered in unsteady heat conduction. The

assumption of linear coupling has been eliminated in the work of [40.59]. For certain classes of

nonlinear systems, the same formulas of input power as in the linear system hold.
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2.2.2 Framework of Statistical Energy Analysis
It is supposed here that readers in civil engineering are nut quite familiar with SEA. A

general proco:dure is presented in this section for therr convenience. Fur fUl1her detailed

infonnation. readers are referred to the most authoritative book in this area [55J.

2.2.2.1 Fundamental Formulation of SEA

The basic relation of SEA is established by studying the power flow from one oscillator te

another which are coupled together by a conservative element as shown in Fig. 2-2. The two

oscillators are subjected to independent broad-band stochastic forces. Power flow is deflned as the

rate of energy flow between two oscillators which is probably best described as a radiation energy

from the viewpoitJl of one oscillator. The power flow is found to be proporrional to the difference

of eneT:.,!ies stored in each oscillator [55]. i.e.,

P 12 = a (E 1 - £2) C!.7)

in which pu. E, and ~ are the time-averages of the power flow from oscillator I to 2. total energies

stored in oscillators 1 and 2. respectively. The proponionality constant 0. is positive definite and

symmetric in system parameters.

Equation (2.7) plays an essential role in the SEA development. It links the power flow

between two oscillators to the measurable variable. energy, through a constant coefficient

independent of environmental vibration sourceli. By comparing Eq. (2.7) with the equation

governing the heat conduction problem. one can find that the power flow relation is analogous to

the heat conduction problem in which the thermal energy flows from the higher to the lower

temperature level.

2.2.2.2 Puwer Flow Between Two Multi-Modal Subsystems
When two subsystems consist of multi-modal oscillators. relations similar to Eq. (2.7) can be

derived. For a complex system with N, modes for subsystem I and N l modes for subsystem 2 over

a finite range of frequency AW, the modal interaction between these modes of the two subsystems

can be described by Fig.2-3. In order to develop a simple power flow relation for this complex
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system, several assumptions have to be made, namely. (a) The natural frequency of each mode is

assumed to be uniformly distributed over the frequency range 600. This implies that each

subsystem is a member of a population of systems that are physically similar; (b) All modes in a

subsystem are equally energetic and their amplitudes are incoherent.

Under these assumptions. the power flow between mode m of subsystem I and mode n of

subsystem 2 can be expressed as

(1.8)

where <X,. is the proponionality factor a; and E,.m and El.g are the modal energies of subsystems I

and 2. They can be represented by E/N, and E, 1N2 • respectively.

The total average power flow from subsystem 1 to 2 then becomes

- _ (£1 £2)
P12 = aN1Nz N

1
- N

2

=CJ)c(11 1: E 1 -T'\zlEz) (2.9)

in which £, and ~ are the total energies stored in subsystem 1 and subsystem 2 and 0: is the

average proponionality constant of a.,., over the frequency range 60>. If only a spring coupling is

applied between the two subsystems, its expression can be wrinen as

(2. 10)

and thus

1t l2/oo~ (E1 £2)
P12:' '2.600 (.6roIN

1
) (.6oo/N

z
) N

l
- N

z
(2.11)

in which 0>. is the central frequency over frequency band 600; '1\.2/0>.2 represents the frequency

shift of the combined system from individual subsystems produced by stiffness coupling alone.

The quantity (K2/CO.2)/[(6coIN1X600/N,)] is a measure of me strength of power flow. The coupling

loss factors 1112 and 1121 for subsystems 1 and 2 can be expressed by

11 12 :. ON2!ro
c

1121 = iiN1!(J)c
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Obviously. we have a basic relation

n J1"\12 = n:.:1"\:Zl

in which n,=6W/N, (I =1.2) is the modal density of subsystem i.

(.~. 14)

2.2.2.3 Power Balance Equations
After evaluating the power flow between rwo subsystems in Eq. (2.11), we can fonnulate the

power balance equation as follows

P (in j _ p(diss) p-
I-I + 12

P (in) _ p (diU) p-
2 - 2 + 21 (2. 161

in which the dissipated power p,<di."') of subsystem i can be wrinen as a function of kinetic energy:

(2.17)

For a weak-coupling case. the kinetic energy of subsystem i is approximately equal to the

potential energy, i.e.,

(2.18)

Upon substituting Eqs. (2.10) and (2.18) into (2.15) and (2.16), two algebraic equations governing

energy parameters can be implemented. They are

(2. 19)

(ill)
P2 = -11 120),.£1 + (1"\2 + 1'\21) O)eE:.: (2.20)

Solving the above equations for E, and ~ simultaneously gives rise to the final solutions of

interest.
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SECTION 3

MODAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION UNDER

EARTHQUAKE LOAD

3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 2.2.2.2. one of the two assumptions involved in SEA is energy

equipanition among all modes within a certain frequency interval, which has been justified in the

application to sound-structure interaction problems. It is the major objective of this sectIOn to

investigate whether this assumption is still true in the case of structural systems under the

excitation of earthquake loads.

3.2 Modal Energy Distribution Under Ground Acceleration Input

3.2.1 Equation of Motion of Continuous Shear-Beam
For simplicity, a laterally loaded multi-story building in Fig. 3-1(a) with uniform sto')'

height, stiffness and weight is treated as a continuous shear beam as shown in Fig. 3-l(b). The

governing equation of motion for this beam can be formulated by following the procedure of [15].

a2
2 2 a2

2 x (s,t) -woh 2X(S, 1) = -Xg(t) (3.1)
at as

in which x(s,t) is the relative displacement at position s with respect to the base; Wo=(12Ellmh:\)Jr-

=(l2E11rnh4 )1/2 is a frequency constant of shear beam; in is a pseudo-mass density along the

height; and EI and b are story rigidity and story height, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3-1(a).

3.2.2 Free Vibration
The base input xg (1) in Eq. (3.1) is set to zero for the analysis of free vibration. The natural

frequency and mode function of the shear beam can be expressed as [15]

1t (2k - 1)
w,t = 2N Wo
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Fig. 3-1 Shear-Beam Model of Multistory Building
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= sm
1t (2k - 1) s

2 Nh

(k=1,2,'3.... , N)
in which N represents the number of story.

3.2.3 Forced Vibration

Displacement x(s,t) can be expanded as a sununation of mode functions:

N
x(s.t) = LXi(s)qi(r)

i:o 1

(3.3)

(3 4)

Upon substituting Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (3.1) and multiplying both sides of the resulting equation by

~(s) and then integrating over the total height of the shear beam. the following simple equation

can be obtained:

(3.5)

Nil

JXk(s)ds
o 4r - - (3.6)

k - Nh - 1t(2k-})
Jxi (s) ds
o

In Eq. (3.5). the proportional damping lenn 2;tWk4k (t) has been introduced to represent energy

dissipation in the shear beam.

3.2.4 Modal Energy Evaluation of Continuous Shear-Beam

The average kinetic energy of the k-th mode due to a white noise input xg (t) with power

spectral density S.. can be expressed as
X,

Nh 1 -Nh 1t5.. ~
J -X2 ( ) (.2) d _ m x, j;= -m k. s qk S - --'~
o 2 4 2l:lk(J)k

(3.7)

Here. superscript k in brackets denotes the kinetic energy.

Consequently. the ratio of kinetic energies between the k-rh mode and the first mode can be

expressed as
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(3. 8)
r; ~I W 1=

E lk) r2~
1 1 I * k

which can be further simplified by introducmg Eqs. (3.2) and (3.6) and assuming ~=constant, i.e.,

I
=

(2k- 1) ~
(3.9)

Equation (3.9) means that kinetic energy of a lower mode is always larger than that stored in

a higher mode. a result that agrees with our intuition. However, the rate of energy ratio reduces

substantially when the mode order increases as demonstrated in Table 3-1. AJso observed in this

table is that the energy ratio will be lar~er than 0.9 when the mode order is beyond thiny.

indicating that at least 10% error in the energy ratio for two neighboring modes is involved in the

assumption of equal modal energy when a thiny or lower multi-story building is considered. In

contrast. when energy differences between r number of consecutive modes are limited to less than

10%, the number of stories must be greater than k" which can be obtained by solving

(
2ko- 1 )3

- 09
2 (ko+ r - 1) - 1 -.

or

(3. 10)

kO = lnr{27.98r-27.48} (3.11)

in which Int{xl represents the minimum integer greater than x. When r=5, ko=113, meaning that a

113-story building or lower can not generate any five consecutive modes whose differences in

kinetic energy remain less than 10%.

Up to this point, a conclusion can be drawn that the equal modal enetgy assumption is

generally not acceptable for structures under the action of ground acceleration. In other words,

individual mode actions are significant, especially for a few lower frequency modes. However, the

modal energy ratio shown in Eq. (3.9) is a function of only mode order or is independent of

structural parameters. This implies that group treaunent of modal energies can still be effective

when the exact energy relation between different modes has been incorporated. Nevertheless, this
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analysis is based on an idealized continuous shear-beam model and extension of this result into

discrete multi-story buildings requires further justification. In what follows, conditions under

which this extension is successful are investigated.

3.2.5 Natural Frequency Characteristics of Discrete Shear-Beam
Recalling the discrete model of the N-story building in Fig. 3-1(aJ, the equation of motion

can be written in matrix fonn

O. 12)

in which

r

-k

M=

m
m

•
•

m
m

! 2k-k
I -k 2k
i

•
•

-k

-k

2k-k.
-k k I

J

TY. = {xl' x2' ...• xN }
and damping matrix f is assumed to be proponional to the mass and stiffness matrices; fa is an

earthquake input index vector and is taken to be {I, I, "0' 1)T in this case. k(=12EIJh3) in the

above is the interval stiffness of one story.

For the purpose of evaluating frequency characteristics, the damping and force terms in

Eq.{3.12) are neglected and the displacement vector y. (t) is substituted by

~ (t) = ~ sinWt

which gives rise to the characteristic equation

(3. 13)

(3. 14)

Subsequently, natural frequencies of the shear-beam can be determined by solving the

equation
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or

2 - A -1
-1 2-A -1

(3. 15)

-1 •
• -1

-1 2-A-l
-1 1 - A

NxN

=0 \3.16/

A simple detenninant operation on Eq. (3.16) leads to

2-A -1

-1 2-A -I
-] • -1

-1 2-A. -1
-I 2 - A

!NxN

(3. 17)

From any standard mathematical manual or table. one can find the solution of the banded

determinant IN which can be expressed as

2-1.. N
(N+ 1) (-2-) ,

(3. 18)

in which

otherwise

Q = !(2-A+J(2-AY-4)
2

b = !(2-A.-)(2-A.)2_4)
2
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It is easy to check that A=O and 1...=4 are not solutions of Eq. (3.16). Consequently. Eq. (3.17)

can be rewritten as

and Eq. (3.16) becomes

(1 - A) (aN - bN) - (aN - I _ bN - I) = 0

Let 2-A=2cose. a and b in Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) can be expressed as

ifl
a == ('
b :, .,

and Eq. (3.21) is then changed to

2j[(2cos9-1)sin(Ne)-sin(N-l)e] : 0
or

. e 2N + 1
sm-cos--e = 0

2 2

(3. :::1)

(3.22)

In the above. j=(-l)112 is a complex unit and sin(812) can not be equal to zero. Eg. (3.22) is thus

equivalent to

2N+ 1
C05-

2
-O :; 0

with the solution of

(k = 1.2•...• N)

Thetefore. eigenvalue (A ... ) can be expressed as

2
(J)k .Ot

At = "2 = 4sin
z

-
0>0 2

The modal vector ~k can be obtained from Eq. (3.14) with COt, in place of 00, i.e .•

l!'t (N) = 1

l!'t (N - 1) = 1 -At

.... (i) = (2-Ai ).t(i+l) -l!'k(i+2)
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(i:= I, 2, ... , N - 2)

3.2.6 Modal Energy Evaluation of Discrete Shear·Beam
Modal energy of the k·th mode corresponding to Eq. (3.7) can be fonnulated as

in which

£
lkl

I;

I 1tS .. r:
T .1 ~= -$ MlV ~'- =2- k - - k 2E. 0)

'J. I:

T
~k~Q
-T-

~k~k

The modal energy rario of interest can be finally expressed as

(3· ":.7)

(3 28)

E(k)
k =

E
(kl ",Tit.' r 2 . 1; (0
1 ::!'l'l'l 1 k I:

Comparing Eq.(3.28) with Eq. (3.8), one can see that the only difference between them lies

in the additional factor in the fonner equation.

Modal energy ratios of discrete and continuous models are compared in Fig. 3-2. indicating

that. for the N-story building. the firsr Nl2 number of modal energies can be approximated by

those of stnleture-free model (continuous model). Toge\her with the observation thar modal

energy rario is always less man unity, especially for lower order of modes, this approximation can

greatly facilitate the calculation of ~otal energy stored in the structure.

3.3. Modal Energy Distribut,on Under Ground Displacement Input

3.3.1 Modal Energy Evaluation of Continuous Sbear·Beam
The equation of motion of the continuous shear beam in this case is exactly the same as Eq.

(3.1) except thar the right-hand force is changed to Ole,2.x.(t)&s.h) and the absolute displacement

representation of x(s.t) is employed. All the frequency characteristics obtained in the previous

section are therefore applicable. Participation factor (rk). however, is altered to
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Nh

f Xk(s)O(s-h)ds
(I

Nh

JX;(.~)d<
o

and Eq. (3.5) becomes

ii« (t) + 2;kWS;"f't (t) + W;qk (r) = rAwgxg (r)

The ratio of modal energies can then be expressed as

<3.30)

(3.31)

~

X; (h) 1
= XiCh) . 2k-l

Elk}
I.e

E(k)
I

for constant modal damping ratio. It is noted that the energy ratio in this case is a function of both

the number of stories of the building and mode order. but remains independent of structural

parameters.

3.3.2 Modal Energy Evaluation of Discrete Shear-Beam

The right-hand side ofEq. (3.12) in this case becomes !dmw&xg (t) in which fd=t 1. O. O.....

01 T. The panicipation factor is therefore changed to

~l (1)
f. = -- (3.32)

~ ~T.
_I. Ie

and modal energy ratio can be calculated from Eq. (3.28).

The modal energy ratios of the discrete model agree very wen with those of the continuous

model as shown in Fig. 3-3. This means that modal energy relation of the N-story building under

the action of base displacement can be accurately calculated by Eq. (3.31). Further observation on

Fig. 3-3 shows that the modal energy ratio is approximately ~~ual to unity for a great number of

modes which justifies the energy equipeutition assumption.

3.4 Acceleration Input vs. Displacement Input

Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 show comparisons of modal energy ratio between discrete and continuous
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models under acceleration and displacement inputs. respectively. Both their variation patterns and

their comparisons with corresponding models are quite different. These can be interpreted as

follows:

(1). Under acceleration input, participation factor decreases as the mode order increases.

This. together with frequency effect. results in a consistent reduction of modal energy as the order

of mode goes up. On the other hand, participation factor of first (N+J)/2 mode~ increases with the

mode order under the action of displacement input, whose effect on modal energy is offset by the

modal frequency. The combination of these effects leads to a much wider piatfonn on the plot of

modal energy ratio vs. mode order and a possibility that more energy in highe!" modes could be

generated than that in lower modes as illustrated in Fig. 3-3.

(2). Effective seismic force distributions on a structure subjected to ground acceleration are

different for discrete and continuous models as shown in Fig. 3-4(a). The larger the number of

stories of the structure, the more uniform the seismic force distribution on the structure which

asymptotically approaches the continuous model. The incr~asing accuracy of energy calculation

in a building with larger number of stories can be clearly seen in Fig. 3·2 while a large

discrepancy of energy in higher modes between discrete and continuous models still exists due to

different distributions and probal1ly the SO-C:ll1ed ··wave-contaminated" effect when a wave

propagates along a series of discrete meshes. .l1l contrast, the effective seismic forces on both

discrete and continuous models of the strUcture due to ground displacement are exactly the same.

Energy ratio of the continuous model depends on number of stories as shown in Eq. (3.31), which

is attributed to the variation of acting position of the forces with respect to the total height of the

structure.

3.5 Conclusions

It can be observed from the preceding sections that the modal energy relation between lower

modes of a struetwe excited by gtoWld acceleration can be modelled approximately by a

strUcture-free relation in Eq. (3.9). However, the assumption of equal modal energy basically

fails.
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Modal energies of a structure subjected to ground displacement can accurately be substituted

by those of corresponding continuous model. In addition, the equipartition assumption of modal

energy. which is of major concern here. still holds for a great number of modes with imennediate

frequencies. The ground displacement input is therefore preferable in the application of SEA

discussed in Section 2.2. This can also circumvent the difficulties encountered due to correlated

inenia forces exerting on P- and S- systems when ground acceleration input is employed.

It is wonhwhile to mention that, in principle. the relative displacement representation of

motion of a structure subjected to ground acceleration and absolute displacement representation

for the same structure subjected to ground displacement are interchangeable. A large discrepancy

happens due to the incompatibility between input acceleration and input displacement. In the

previous examples. both ground acceleration and displacement are assumed to be white noise

which is obviously not compatible. To look at this from a different angle. one may conclude that

what really matters about the assumption of energy equipanition is the frequency content in the

vibrational source since the absolute displacement representation for a structure under white noise

is nothing but the relative displacement representation for the same structure under ground

acceleratior. described by a stationary stochastic process with a power spectral density

proponional to the fourth power of frequency. For example. results in the study of [24] showed

that the response varies little with structural frequency.
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SECTION 4

OECOUPLING OF S-SYSTEM FOR DYNAMIC
ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction
A decoupled analysis is always prderred in the dynamic analysis of P-S systems due 10

many reasons. Not only does a coupled analysis likely involve intensive computational effon. it

also can be numerically difficult to solve due to di~simi1arities in structural parameter!> of the P

and S- systems. In practice. design of a P-system often precedes the design of an S-system and

they may be undertaken by difterent designers. Decoupling. in the analysis of P-S systems thus

requires minimum communication between different design teams and avoid many of the

intervening problems.

A decoupling criterion for S-system analysis can be justified if the interaction effect is

negligible between the P- and S- systems whose parameters are covered by the:: criterion. A small

variation of frequency calculation of the P-system is often considered to be a necessary condition

for this insignificant interaction effect on responses. whicl>. has also been taken to be a sufficient

condition in practice. However. it was indicated in [26] that a small change in frequency does not

assure response error from an uncoupled analysis to be within the same tolerance and is th~refore

not sufficient. In fact, careful re-examination on results of [26,29] will lead to the conclusion that

the frequency decoupling criterion is not necessarily covered by response decoupling crirerion,

either. That is to say. an exact displacement response of the P-system can be obtained by an

uncoupled analysis even though the frequency change due to interaction effect is significant.

Nevertheless, considering the frequency decoupling criterion as a necessary condition is on the

conservative side in the sense that the pennissible domain in the R..- R., plane for decoupling is

reduced.

Past investigations on this issue mainly focused on the decoupling effect on the frequency

characteristics or response of the P-system. TIle influence of so-ebtaintd criterion on the response
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of the S-system has seldom been studied. The only preliminary investigation on the S.system

behavior due to decoupling was conducted in [34J. However, the perturbation theory for obtaining

the decoupling criterion in Eq. (2.1) limits its application to light S-systems. In this section. a

sufficient condition for uncoupled analysis of S-systems is defined as one that limits the error

involved in the detennination of the maximum displacement under harmonic loads. This

condition is then compared to decoupling criteria for various response quantities of interest under

different inputs. While emphasis is placed on the decQupling effect on the S-system response, the

decoupling criterion for the P-system response is also presented for comparison. The issue related

to response calculation of which system (S or p) is more sensitive to the decoupling action is first

investigated.

It is also relevant to S-system design since the developed criterion will help us bener

understand approximations involved in the derivation of computational schemes for the response

calculation of S-systems.

4.2 D}"oamic Decoupling Based on Maximum Response

4.2.1 Equations of Motion

Consider a 2-DOF P-S system as shown in Fig. 4-1. The equations of motion of the system

can be formulated as foUows:

(4. I)

mpxp+cJ{ip-Xs) +cp(ip-xg) +k.r(xp-xs ) +kp{xp-xg} = 0 (4.2)

in which m" Cot k., are the mass, damping coefficient and stiffness of subsystem i (i=p. $),

respectively, and x., X, and x. represent absolute displacement of the S-system. the P-system and

base. When the relative displacements of the P- and S- system with respect to their suppons are

introduced, i.e .• z.=x,-x, and yp=x,-x., Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) become

mJz$ +cis + kSz$ + m$Yp = -m~g
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Fig. 4-1 2-DOF Idealized Model for P-S System
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or

(4.51

" + 2~ (J) ,. + (J)2" - R (2~ (0: + 0)2: ) = -x (4.6). p "p p. p p. p m ":>j S S j S g

in which a number of new parameters are introduced. S, and 00, are the damping ratio and

frequency of subsystem i (i=p. s); R,. is the mass ratio. They are defined as

ro =s

ITi S
:-,
~ms

ro =p
(4.7)

~ =p
(4.8)

(4.9)

4.2.2 Harmonic Solution

When xg =e'fi>" displacements of the S- and P-systems can be respectively expressed as

Zs = Zse'(l)/ and Yp=Ypeild.. By substituting these into Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), the displacement

amplitudes Z. and Ypcan be obtained and written as

in which D can be expressed as

D = _1__ R co2 Uco2~ (J) + (J)2)
H H '" S S S

P s

When R.. is equal to zero, Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) degenerate into
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and Eq. (4.12) becomes

I
D =-o HH

s p

Here, H, is the transfer function of subsystem i alone. which can be wrinen as

(4.14)

(4.15)

Hi = (4.16)

( i=p. s)

The ratios of displacement amplitudes of the S- as well as the P-system with and without

interaction can be fonnulated as follows:

(4. 17)

(4.18)

4.2.3 Sufficient Conditions
The sufficient conditions for dynamic decoupling are defined as

liZ I I
max i_$ I- II = e

(t) \IZ101 i

for the response calculation of the S-system and

for the response calculation of the P-system, where e is the tolerance error.

(4. 19)

(4.20)

It is noted that multiple solutions of Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) for Z. and Y, may exist as

demonstrated in the plots of maximum magnimdes of IZ/Z",I-l and IY,IY",1-1 vs. R.. in Figs. 4-2 (a,

b), R..(=roJro,) being frequency ratio between the S- and the P-system. For a specified mass ratio
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R,... required here are the frequency ratios whose differences from unity are the minimum or

maximum. For example. when e=O.2, R,.,=O.OO5. ~=o.05 and ~=O.Ol. frequency ratios R, and R:

in Fig. 4-2(a) are required frequency ratios.

The sufficient conditions calculated from Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20) for different damping

combinations of the P-S system and different tolerance errors are presented in Figs. 4-3(a-c) and

Figs. 4-4(a-c), respectively. It can be observed that the total damping (~.+S,,) ha5 a significant

influence on the sufficient conditions. The larger the total damping. the looser the restrictions tv

the selection of R,.. and R",. When the total damping is kept constant, the effect of individual

damping (~. or~) on the conditions for the S-system response calculation is insi(!I1iticant whereas

its effect on the conditions for the P·system is different. The larger the damping of the P-system

(S-system), the looser the restriction for a stiff S·system (P-system). The effect of the stiff S-

system on the behavior of the P-systt:m is basically one of adding a small mass to the P-system so

that the frequency of the P-system is slightly modified. Consequently,larger damping (~) relieves

the sensitivity of resonant amplitude to the small frequency modification and aileviat~s the

restriction for an uncoupled analysis. The effect of a relatively soft S-system on the dynamic

response of the P-system is to slightly modify the force exening on the P-system as expressed in

Eq.(4.6). A larger damping (~) reduces the relative movement between the S- and P-systems so

that modification to the exciting force is suppressed.

Regarding to the issue of which system (5 or P) is more sensitive to the decoupling effect,

frequency variations of both systems are reviewed first. The characteristic equation can be imple-

mented by sening D in Eq. (4.12) equal to zero and neglecting damping tenns, giving

(4. 21)

in which Rr: 0/(1)•.

Two positive values ofR,; can be obtained from the above equation, which are conesponding

to the frequencies (0) of the combined P-5 system. If decoupling is required, one of the

frequencies has to be close to ro,. or ~2 can be written as I+E, where £ is a small quantity. By
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(4.22)

(4.23)

sUbstituting (1 +E) for R f
2 in Eq. (4.21 ), the following interactive equation between R. and R,., can

be obtained:

R~ = E
(J) (l+£)(E-R m )

A similar fonnula has been reponed in [26] for small variations of frequency Q with respect

to c.up which is rewritten as follows:

R2 = E (l +£)
w £+(I+£)R m

For a 10% variation in frequency, R f '-(I±o.1)2=1.21, 0.81. Then, the small quantity E is

taken to be 0.21 or -0.19. The variations of R.. with mass ratio (R",) for both the P- and S-systems

are plotted in Fig. 4-5. It can be seen that the natural frequency variation ofthe S-system controls

decoupling of a stiff S-system whereas the variation of P-system controls decoupling of a flexible

S-system.

Back to the question about sensitivity of responses to decoupling effect, a conclusion can be

drawn based on the comparison between Fig. 4-3 and Fig. 4-4 that the response of a stiff S-system

attached to a relatively flexible P-system is mo~" :.enl>itive to the decoupling action especially

when damping ratio (~) decreases as demonstrated in the comparison of Fig. 4·3(b) and Fig. 4

4(b). Otherwise, the response of a P-system supporting a relatively flexible S-sysrem is more

vulnerable to the variation of interaction effect. These results are consistent with the frequency

variation of the $- and P·systerns due to decoupling action.

It is instructive to compare the above analysis with the previous work of [26]. The present

analysis takes into account all the dynamic characteristics such as tuning effect, non-classical

damping, etc. involved in a P-S system as listed in Section Z.1.4.1. In contrast, one mode

approximation has been taken in the response calculation of [26) and the spectral displacement

was assumed to not change significantly at the frequencies of the uncoupled P-system and the

coupled P-S system. The one mode representation for a 2-DOF system will lead to an enoneous

result when frequencies of the S- and P-systems are tuned, cases that initiated intensive research
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activities in the past. In addition. the assumption of invariant speCtral displacement took for

granted that the damping characteristics of the combined P-S system remain proportional and

modal damping ratio is independent of decoupling action which contradicts the results of [34].

4.3 Dynamic Decoupling Based on EnergJ Parameters

~esponse quantities such as energy (or its mean-square value) are of major concern in this

report and therefore the decoupling effect on such parameters is of interest.

4.3. t Decoupling Effect on Root-Mean-Square (RMS) Displacement

The mean-square displacements of the S- and P-systems under the excitation of white noise

can be fomulated as

00

0'2 = s.. J;Z (ro) 2dros x,; s )

a= = s.. f :Yp(o»,2drop x,
--00

and their correspc.nding mean-square values without bteraction take the fonns

0':" = s.. JIZJO(ro) 2dw
~v X, I--

00

Then, the dynamic decoupling criterion with tolerable error e can be defined as

1

, 0'$ 1
0sO -1 = e

for the response calculation of the S-system and

I:~ -1\ = t

for the response calculation of the P-system.

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)



Plots of Rm-R.., obtained from Eq. (4.28) for different sets of damping ratios are presented

in Figs. 4-6(a-c). It can be observed that influences of damping in the S- and P-systems on the

response error due to neglect of interaction are qualitatively the same as the cases discussed in

Section 4.2. This is panicularly evident for small mass ratios. The larger the total damping, the

smaller the error involved in non-interaction calculation of response of the S-system. Except for

very flexible S-systems, the results computed from uncoupled procedures are generally on the

conservative side.

Tne decoupling criteria for the calculation of the P-system response are shown in Figs. 4-

7(a-c). Unlike maximum response of the P.system excited by harmonic loads, mean-square

responses under the action of broad-band acceleration appear to be peculiar. The larger total

damping does not necessarily mean a small amount of error involved in the response calculation.

In contrast. the damping ratio of the P-sysrem itself seems to have a predominant effect on the

response. In comparison with Fig. 4-7(a), Fig. 4-7(c) demonstrates that an S-system with smaller

damping anached to the same P·system will alleviate the interaction effect. lbis may be in pan

because the power flow (will be discussed in next section) contributed by the interaction action

becomes smaller for a lightly damped S-system.

4.3.2 Decoupling Effect on Root-Mean-Square Acceleration
Acceleration response may be of great concern in practice when high precision instruments

are installed or occupant comfOI1 in high-rise buildings is a major factor in design considerations.

The decoupling influence on this quantity is then of practical significance itself. The comparison

of decoupling effect on displacement and acceleration will shed more light on the sensitivity of

low and high frequency responses to the interaction.

The acceleration amplitudes (If S- and P-systems subjected to harmonic load can be formu·

lated from Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) as

- (1)2 (Zs + l'p) + 1 = bUro2;sros + (I);) (~ + (0
2)

p
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2- I I (1 2)-"';}p+l=/JH. H,,+"'; (431 )

By following the same procedure from Eq. (4.24) to Eq. (4.27). fonnulas similar to Eqs. (4.28) and

(4.29) can be found in place of acceleration for displacement quantities. The effect of interaction on

mean-square al.:celeration response of the S-system is approximately the same as the displacement

[Qsult described by Eq. (4.28) due to light damping. The prevailing role that damping ratio ep plays

in the displacement response of the P-system remains unchanged in the acceleration response as

shown in Figs. 4-8(a-c). However, acceleration variations due to interaction action for different

dampings are consistently demonstrated to be not as sensitive as the displacement variations.

implying that feedback from the S- to the P-system is more vulnerable to low frequency than high

frequency components. Furthermore, non-interaction solution for acceleration of the P-system

is always on tIle conservative side in the pnctical range or R..... and Rw • a characteristic that is

different from displacement response of the P-system but quite similar to that of the S-system.

From the mathematical point of view, these relative relations among displacement response of

the S-system, acceleration response of the P-system. and displacement response of the P-system

reflect the fact that the numerators of total transfer functions of the S-system displacement and

the P-system acceleration to ground acceleration are independent of the mass ratio whereas the

numerator of the P-systern displacement transfer function is a function of the ma.I\s ratio as shown

in Eqs. (4.10). (4.11), and (4.31). For this reason. the absolute acceleration ratio of the P-system

subjected to a harmonic load with and without intera... ,dn is exactly the same as displacement ratio

of the S-systern as given in Eq. (4.17) and so is its sufficient condition of decoupling as discussed

in Section 4.2.3.

4.3.3 Dynamic Decoupling for MDOF P-S System

The results obtained in the preceding sections can be extended to MDOF P- and MDOF

S-systems by following the procedure of [26.27]. In what follows. only dynamic decoupling of an
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SDOF S- and one mode representation of an MDOF P-system is discussed as an indication of the

application to SDOF S- and MDOF P-systems.

Consider an SDO;~ S-system attached to the top of the same multi-story building (P-system)

as discussed in Section 3. The equations of motion for the SDOF S-system and first mode

representation of the P-system are exactly the same as Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) except that the

right-hand side of the second equati<m includes a participation factor due to load distribution on

the multi-story building. This factor is taken here from Eq. (3.6) for simplicity, i.e., f 1 = 4/rr.

The decoupling criterion for such a system is plotted in Fig. 4-9. The comparison between this

figure and Fig. 4-7(a) assures the applicability of decoupling criterion generated from a simple

P-S system.

4.4 Conclusions

From the preceding discussions. some conclusions can be drawn about the decoupling issue of

S-systems. Sufficient conditions for decoupling under different damping combinations of the P-S

system have been proposed to assure that any selection of Rwand Rm on the left-hand side of the

sufficient condition will have the error induced by interaction less than the value designated in the

sufficient condition. Total damping of S- and P-systems plays an important role in reducing the

error brought about from interaction for both systems. For a constant total damping. an increase

in P-system damping can not sigruficantly change the error in the calculation of the S-systern

response but can reduce the error in the response of the P-system supporting a relatively stiff

S-system. The displacement response of an S-systern (P-system) is generally more sensitive to the

interaction effect than that of a relatively flexible P-system (S-system).

The conservative ranges in the R.n - R.., plane for the S- and P-systems, within which uncoupled

calculation of the mean-square displacement is overestimated, are on different sides of their own

exact solutions (e =0.0) but may overlap in a certain range. This suggests that any selection of R...

and R.n. which a.<,sures the design of the P-system by uncoupled analysis on the conservative side.

may underestimate the response of the S-system. This point should be noted in practical design.
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For a certain tolerable error, uncoupled calculation of mean-square displacement of the P

system under broad-band input should be limited to a small domain in the R.n - R... plane. whereas

those of the S-system displacement and P-system acceleration could be much more flexible.
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SECTION 5

POWER FLOW AND ENERGY BALANCE BETWEEN

NON-CONSERVATIVELY COUPLED OSCILLATORS

5.1 Introduction

As indicated in Section 2.2.2.1. the concept of power flow is the foundation of SEA. For

conservatively coupled oscillators. SEA has given two fundamental relationships [55): (I) Without

energy dissipation in the joint element between two subsystems, the total average power flow

from subsystem I to the coupling element is equal to the average power flow from subsystem I to

subsystem 2 and the power flows in two opposite directions have the same absolute value; (2) The

average power flow from oscillator I to oscillator 2 is directly proportional to the difference of the

average vibrational energies as shown in Eq. (2.7).

In practice, however, mechanical and structural systems composed of many subsystems with

spring and damping connections are usually dealt with, in which non-conservative couplings are

involved. Therefore. the conventional SEA technique cannot be directly applied and further studies

on the extension of SEA to non-conservatively coupled cases are needed.

The power flow between non-conservatively coupled oscillators has been investigated in

122.91] who gave different definitions for it. In 191]. power flow is defined as Pl2 = Re{F1Zv2·}.

in which vz• is the complex conjugate of the velocity of oscillator 2 in the frequency domain

and F12 denotes the force that acts on oscillator 2 due to the motion of oscillator 1. There exist

two inconsistencies in this definition: (1) In expressing the interaction force F12, oscillator 2 is

considered to be fixed so that interaction between the two oscillators is neglected; and (2) The

velocity of oscillator 2 is involved. This appears to be contrary to conventional power flow

definition. These two deficiencies result in a contradiction in the derivation of the power balance

equations and some of the numerical results are not reasonable on physical ground.

In [22]. the expression for the interaction force has been improved. but the definition of power

flow is basically the same as in [91). Therefore. the contradiction in power balance equations

continues to exist and inconsistencies remain.
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AdJitionally, both references [22.91] assume that the potential energy stored in each oscillator

is approximately equal to it-> kinetic energy. This may not be true when the coupiing spring

stiffness is greater than the two spring stiffnesses of the oscillators, which will be verified by

numerical results in this section. Moreover, it has been pointed out that the power flow is not only

proponional to the difference between the average energies of oscillators but also to the vibrational

energies themselves, i.e.,

This relationship is fonned with arbitrariness in [22,91] because the two independent inputs cannot

be uniquely expressed by the three arguments (£'). E 2 • E j - £2). This may in pan explain the reason

why the coefficient Cl behaves quite differently in relation to the coupling element C3 from these

two references.

In this section, an auxiliary system with a variable coupling spring K between the two

oscillators is designed so that the concept of power flow between two conservatively coupled

oscillators can be directly extended to the non-conservative case. As K approaches infinity in

the limit, the auxiliary system approaches the non-conservatively coupled case and a consistent

expression for power flow from oscillator 1 can be fonnulated. The system considered here is

generic in order to reach a general relation between power flow and energy which can be served

a~ a fundamental fonnulation in the SEA framework for non-conservatively coupled systems and

a starting point in the application to complex P-S systems.

S.2 Equations of Motion and Power Flow

In order to follow the fonnulation associated with conservatively coupled oscillators, a spring

element with spring constant K is insened between one of the masses and the non-conservative

coupling elements a<: shown in Fig. 5-1 (a) or 5-1 (b). In the limiting case when K - oc, the

configuration of the two non-eonservatively coupled oscillators results as shown in Fig. 5-1 (c).

The configuration shown in Fig. 5-I(a) is used for the derivation of power balance equation
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for oscillator 1. As one sees. one more degree of freedom is introduced due to the presence of K

and the equations of motion are

(S ))

where ffi: and m, are. respectively. the masses of oscillators I and 2 with associated spring

constants k i and k, and damping coefficients c, and c,. The coupling elements are represented by

k, and c,. The excitations f, and f, acting on, respectively, m, and m, are assumed to be

uncorrelated wide-band stational)' processes. In Eqs. (5.1 )-(5.3), x, and :;.;" represent the

displacements of the two oscillators while x, denotes the displacement at the interface between K

and (k,. c,).

l1pon multiplying Eqs. (5.1 )-(5.3) hy i J' i z and x3• respectively. and taking statistical

average of both sides of the resulting equations, the above equations become

where the symbol < . > cenotes mathematical expectation.

It is well known that. for steady-state response to a stationary input.

(x/) = 0 and
d(x .x~>
--~.-:- = 0

dt

Equations (5.4)-(5.6) thus reduce to

<"i.\) = O. (i = 1.2.3)
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C~<X;)-C~(.t2i,)-K(XIX3)-k,(X2-\3) = 0 (5Q)

By sununing Eqs. (5.7 )-(5.9), the total power balance equation for the system has the form

Cl(X7)+C2<-\';)+C3«i2-i~)::) = (flx\)+(j2X2) (5101

Equation (5.7) is the power balance equation for oscillator 1; but, for oscillator 2 with

element (k" c3 ), the power b~lance equation is

r2<x~)+C3«(X2-i3)2)-K(AI·i3) = <J'2,i2)

The power flow from oscillator 1 is then

<5. )11

15 I~ I

5.3 Formulation of Power Flow P"
Upon substituting X.=X,eJUlI and t=F,eJ(J)! into Eqs. (5.1 H5.3), the equations of motion in we

frequency domain take the {OrIlL"

jooc,X.,,+ (k.,,+/()X.,,-KX 1 - (k."+jroc,,,)X2 = 0

whose solution can be represented by

XI == Hll(w)FI+HI2(ro)F2

X2 = H: 1 (ro) F 1+ H 22 ( ro) F '2

where

H () l{(~ ~ 'A)~K '\ ( ')- .. ~,
II W = b (j)2-(I,)~+J!J)~'2. In +1\.21 V+J(j)~ - (V+jWIl)~J

~ I

(5 16)

(5. 17)

\5.18)

1 K \ .= - -I\.~ (v + jWIl)Dm
2

.1
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H~l (00)
1 K ~ ., .= - - (w~ - 00- + lW~,)
Dm 1 - '-

H 3~ (00)

D = K [ (W~ - <O~ +J<O~J) (<O~ - w2 +jW~2) - (\' +jffilJ) 2]

+ ;m;;~ (V + jffi~l [Wi - <O~ + jwt1 1 -1'21 (V + jWIl)] [(J)~ - ffi: +JW~2 - AI: (v + jWlJl ]

In the above, a number of new parameters are introduced and they are defined by

coupling damping pa;-ameter;

coupling spring stiffness parameter;

(i,j = 1,2): mass ratio.

blocked frequency of oscillator I and 2:
;k'2 + k,

,., + c,
t1., = -'---' : bJocl.:t'd damping parameters of oscillator J and 2:

m~
~J

(1 + c~
= m1

rJ:+C
WJ =

1_1__3

\ m1

'3
J.l =

7mJm~

k-:,
v =

J~lm2'

:m
A

• I

=
"1 m]

The power flow P'2 as defined by Eg. (5.12) can now be found by perfonning the contour

integration

PJ: =Klim Jj(J.)K[H~I«J.))HlI*(W)Sl+H3~(w)H1t(ffi)S2]a(r)
..... oc

(5.19)

in which H\(oo) is the complex conjugate of H,,(OOl (i=l,2) and SI and $: are the power spectra of

excitations 1',(t) and f 2(t), respectively. The integral in Eq. (5.19) can be carried out and P" can be

explicitly written as
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in which

U, j = 1,:2)
- ., ..,: ,.,...., .., 2

Q = Ll]LlL (<Oi-W~) + (!'.] +~1) (!'.jWZ+Ll:Wj-:2Il V) ] +V~(.11 +.1:)

- Ii:: (~l + .11) (!'. JW~ + Ll;: W~ - 211 v) + 211 v l (~] (J)~ + !'.1(j)~ - :2J.1 \') - (6] wi + Ll;:W~)]

where Elh=1tSl/rn,~, and Elb=1tSJrnc.1, are the average total energies of the corresponding blocked

oscillators.

In the same fashion. Fig. 5-1(b) can be used to derive the power flow from oscillator 2,

which can be written as

5.4 Input Power and Total Stored Energy

Other quantities of interest such as input P<Jwer to each oscillator and tt' : total energy stored

in each oscillator can be similarly expressed explicitly. TIle input POWe-fS to oscillators 1 and 2

are, respectively.

PlJ = i~co<1:);1) = ~1E2l>

The potential energies of the oscillators are

1 , I 1= - (k + k ) ' ...n <x~) = C E + D £2 I 3. -> ~ j "2 12 ]b 2 11 2h

5-7
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1 k' <~. Ie I DE~ ~- - (k~ + ',) hm xi;::: -2 21£21> + '_':; 12£11>
~P 2 - . K ~ "" - ,

and their kinetic entolgies are

Here.

~,

B ::: 'Q--'- [v2 (~ +~) + f.l.2 (~(l)2 + ~.ro2 - 2f.l.v) ]IJ I J I J ) I

(i,j=1.2)

The average total energies of the oscillators are

£1 = E1'+£lP ::: A'12£lb+ B'21£2b

£2 = £Zt + E2p = A ':n E2b + B'12E lb

in which

(5 ~51

(5.26)

(5. '27,

(5. :8)

(5.29)

A',) = ~(A;J+Ctj)' B';} = ~(Bij+D,)

By solving Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29) simultaneously, the average total energies of the blocked

oscillators can be expressed as functions of average total energies of the two coupled oscillators as
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A' 1:2£2 - B'12£1
£:2b ::: -~---~--

A' 12.4'21 - B' 12B'21

Similarly, power flows P" and PZ1 can also be detennined from E, and E, as

where
(<x-y')A'+ (u+~)B'r II )1 iJ

<Xi; = ~i A'A'- B'B'---
IJ J' IJ JI

{5.301

(5.311

15.33 )

(5 34)

(i.j = 1,2, j1:-i)

Finally, the actual dissipative power due to damping element c~ can be expressed by

p~c) = lim c,«X,-x3)2) = limc,«iI-i,)2)
~ K ..... oo· - K ..... ""· -

where
~+y.-a a+p.

G I IJ + f.I ( A)
; = A. .~ ./ Il A.~ ./ Il - "Iij + I-'

IJ I Jl J

5-9
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5.5 Special Cases
It is inS! ,-uctive to consider two special cases and point oul the important differences that

exist between "le results following this approach and those of [22.91].

Case 1. When c 3 = ,.jm j m'2 I.L = O. the system reduces to one involving conservatively

coupled oscillators. One obtains
~1~'2 ,

ex :; -Q-V·(~' +~z), ~ = 0, ,,('n = 0, 1'ZI = 0, 1;1 = 1;2 == 1.0

and P" and P2 , as given by Eo~.. (:;.20) and (5.21) reduce to

P I2 = <5.361

and

P Z1 ::: -P 1Z (5.37)

These are consistent with the conventional results obtained for conservatively cOllpled oscillators.

Case 2, Consider the case in which c,=c:=O and k3=O. Thus,

"') " .., 2
V = 0, ~j = AZII!. ~2 = AnJl· Q = W ((OJ - (j}2)

and

and

PZ1 == PIJ = !iZEZb

On the other hand. the formulations of [22.91] would lead to, in this case.

(5.381

<5.39)

(5.40,

<5.41)

(5.42)

P ZI = -PI = -~IElb (5.43)

In comparison with Eqs. (5.40)-(5.43), Eqs. (5.38) and (5.39) are more straightforward and
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physically reasonable in the sense that (a) the coupling connection c, i:, the only element

dissipating energy from input forces so that both PI; and P" should be positive in this particular

case, and (b) power flows PI: and P~l cannot be equal unless the input powers from the two

oscillators are equal. This is true even for the case of two identical oscillators.

5.6 Dissipative Power and Penetrating Power Flow

Equation (5.35 J shows that power dissipation takes place at the non-conservative couplmg.

connection. Hence. it becomes an important issue when power ftow is considered in the case of

non-conservatively coupled oscillators. In what follows, dissipating power and penetrating power

flow are defined and these will become important concepts in the development of power balance

equations.

The dissipative power due to coupling elelrent c,. p,'c), is defined in Eq. (5.35). wI- j can he

found from the power flow equation

or

P _pIC! =
12 3 (5.44i

prj = Pl'Z+P21 = C'IEj+C'zEz (545)

On the other hand. the amount of power penetrating the coupling connection and flowing

fonn oscillator 1to oscillator 2 is

P (.~) I (P p)
12 = 2 12 - 21

Clearly,

I k) (.)
P 21 = -P12

w!lich indicates the behavior of power flow through a conservative connection.

P j2 = -P21

5-11
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which is Case 1 in Section 5.5. When kJ=O. however, p,,<l: :md p.i ll do nol vanish. as seen from

Case 2.

P (;.~ P (k) 1 P P)
12 = -- 21 = ~ ( 12 - 21..

The pen~tTating power is equal to zero only wheI1 input powers to the two oscillators are equal.

5.7 Power Balan~e Equations

For the system shown in Fig. 5-1(a). it follows from Eqs. (5.7) and (5.111 that the input

powers to the oscillators :rre given by

(5.48)

(5.491

where the intemalloss factors 11, and 112 are
c\ C2

11 1 = -- "1 2 =
w\m l wzm z

Similarly. for the system shown in Fig. 5-1(bl, the corresponding equations are

(5.50)

2 Ie) p
PI!= Tl\())\E\t+ P3 - 2\ (5.51)

Since Eqs. (5.48 )-(5.49) and Eqs. (5.50)-(5.51) represent the power balance of the same system as

K~oo, only two of these equati;ns Cire independent. Eqs. (5.4&) and (5.50) are chosen for their

simplicity. Furthennore. when k, is :-mall as compared with k, and k2• £,=2E" and E2=:2~, which

will be verified in the numerical examples. Hence. the power balance equations can be wrinen as

(5.52)

Pl/ = 11 20)2£2 + PZ1 (5.53)

which have exactly the same forms as those for the conservatively coupled system. Furthermore,

the introduction of penetrating power flow and dissipative power leads to

(5.54)
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( 1)
Pll = <"2+T12J)(J.)1E2+T'\12WIE1+P21

where the dissipative factors. 'I'll: and T'\ll' due to the coupling. damping element are
G'I G'2

11 12 = ')'" ' 11 21 =
-~1 2002

with

It is noted that the dissipative factors defined here are different from the wupling loss factors

given for conservatively coupled systems.

5.8 Numerical Examples and Discussions
In this section. the properties of power flow between non-conservatively coupled oscillators

are presented and discussed through numerical examples. They als(J help to verify the rationale

behind the power flow fonnulation developed in the preceding sections. In what follows. four

cases are discussed with their defining parameters given ill Table 5-1.

Case 1. As k, varies. the ratios of power flows P,: and P,I to the total input power P(=P,+Pu )

are functions of W,Iro2 • as shown in Figs. 5-2 and 5-3. It is observed that these power flows are

sensitive to 0),/0): when it approaches one. This is especially noticeable when the bandwidths of

the oscillators bec0me smail.

In comparison with the results of [22]. more s':aightforward and convincing results are

obtained in this sect;,on. As c, increases. the energy dissipated in the connecting element plays a

more and more important role in energy distribution and more of the energy will flow into the

connection and this will lead to the positive and progressive power flows for P,: and P1" which is

clearly demonstrated in Figs. 5-2 and 5-3. The rate of power flow increment, however, gradually

becomes smaller as ~ becomes larger, At the same time, C3 modulates the peak magnitudes of both

Pn and P21 within a small range aIOund W/W:=l.

Case 2. Consider the case in which only one of the two strongly..coupled oscillators with

large bandwidths is excited. The ratios associated with P<Jwer flow, PIP. and with the penetrating

power flow. P12(lJ/P, are respectively presented in Figs. 5-4 and 5-5 with the corresponding energy
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ratio f.'1/f.'z shown in Fig. 5-6. Figures 5·4 and 5-5 l:Ontiml the insensitivity of PI~/P and P;;'/P

to .... 1/--2 in systems with strong ~onnection elemenl~. This bel:omes more obvious when coupling

damping <':\ increases. Except for the range with frequency ratios less than one. Fig. 5-6 shows

that an increase in damping ,-;) will redul:e the ratio of vibrational energies of two oscillators. This

suggest.; the possibility that energy propagates through coupling damping element into oscillator 2.

indicating that the damping element not only dissipates energy but also affe;;ts power flow between

the two oscillators. Furthermore. the c'lmbination of EI /1:'2 and 1'12/ P present" an important

feature. which is quite different from results observed in conservatively coupled systems. namely.

a positive power flow PI" does not automatically lead to the conclusion that E1 is greater than

Ez and vice ~'erstl. In order to explain this phenomenon more effectively. the energy dissipation

percentage G[= G;FI/IG;f. j + (;;f·2 )] is calculated and is shown in Fig. 5-7. As shown in this

figure. G will become greater than one when ";l/"'~ goes from values smaller to those greater than

one. This suggesl~ that the damping element dissipates a pan of the vibrational energy transmitted

.. elm oscillator I while propagates the re~t into oscillator 2. A conclusion can then be drawn that a

damped joint element may transmit energy from the ex.citation-driven oscillator to the other while

it dissipates energy and that the "cause and effect" relation between 1'12 and Ell F,- no longer holds

because the dissipative energy in the coupling elem~nt is a function of the frequency ratio. Tht·

higher the value ..;11""" takes. the more energy the coupling element absorbs from oscillator 1. This

will lead to the situation where E I is smaller than £'2.

Case 3. Figure 5-8 is produced when <'3 varies between 0.125 and 1.0 with a set of fixed

frequell~Y ratios. This diagram shows a completely different feature from that of [22] in that P12

changes in direct proportion to ('3. This further confinns the co~r iusion drawn from case 2 and this

difference results from the differer:t definitions used for power dow in this section in [22].

Case 4. This special case consists of a variable spring connection and is designed to examine

the accuracy in approximating the energy (E) stored in the oscillators by twice the !cinetic energy

(2Etl. The relation between kinetic energy percentage in oscillator 2 (E2t1 E) and connecting spring

stiffness (k3 ) is shown in Fig. 5-9. It is observed that the !cinetic energy percentage approaches 0.5
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a~ k;J decreases. indicating that twice the kinetic energy is a good approximation of the vibrational

energy in the oscillators in this case. However. the stiffness of the connecting spring should be

limited to the smaller of the two spring stiffnesses. Furthermore. the larger the connecting damping

(C3). the worse the accuracy of this approximation.

5.9 Concluding Remarks

Power flow relations for non conservatively coupled oscillators have been established by

considering the system as a limiting case of two conservatively coupled oscillators. As the deriva

tions and numerical examples show. this approach provides a physically consistent fonnulation

of power flow and eliminates the need for any subjective choice of a definition of power flow

through a damaged connecting element. Furthermore, the introduction of penetrating power flow

and dissipative power gives more insight into the physical problem. Although the absolute values

of power flows in the two directions are not the same in general. the penetrating power flows

developed in this section are always identical.

It is seen that systems with non-conservatively coupled oscillators are not reversible in general.

The absolute values of power flows in the two directions are therefore not identical even when the

two oscillators are tuned. The direction in which power flows varies with the relative magnitude

of P12 and pJC). When only one of the two oscillators is excited. the increase in coupling damping

may attract more energy from the directly driven oscillator and transfer energy to the other when

,.;dW2 exceeds unity For this reason, the properties of the indirectly driven oscillator define an

upper limit of the vibrational energy which changes with Ca.

Since the development presented herein is consistent with the power flow formulation of

conservatively coupled systems. extensions to multi-modal non-conservatively coupled oscillators

can be made when the- knowledge of mode distributions is provided [93].
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SECTION 6

POWER FLOW AND ENERGY IN P-S SYSTEMS WITH
NON-CONSERVATIVE COUPLING

6.1 Introduction
With the exception of the nuclear industry. static lateral force requirements remain to govern

perfonnance evaluation and design guidelines for P-S systems [87]. The S-sysrem in this situation

is assumed to respond to the excitation independent of the P-system. Therefore. dynamic

characteristics of P-S systems such as tuning. attachment configuration and non-classical damping

can not be taken into account. Attempts to incorporate P-S system interaction into the analysis

have pointed to the need to develop simple and yet accurate procedures [82]. It is the purpose of

this section to demonstrate that the concept of power flow and energy can lead to simple

procedur\"s for the analysis and design of S-systems.

In Section S. relationship between power flow and energy of a gene·.ic 2-DOF system has

been formulated. Although this could be a realistic model for a piping ~ystem with subsystem

interaction [49]. the mOSt commonly encountered case in civil engineering \s the one with an S-

system attached to a P-system as shown in Fig. 4-1. In this section, this system is considered and

it serves as a simplest application of power flow and energy concept to the dynamic analysis of P

S coupled systems.

6.2 Formulation of Power Flow and Energy
The equation of motion of simple system shown in Fig. 4-1 has been fonnulated in Eqs.(4.l)

and (4.2) and rewritten here for convenience

(6. I)

mpxp + (cp +cs)ip + (kp + ks)xp - c~s - ksxs =fp =cpig+ kpxg (6.2)

It is noted that Fig.4-1 described by the above equations is a special case of Fig. 5-l(c), when both

C:! and k2 as well as ft(tl are set to zero. All the fonnulations developed in Section 5 for power flow,
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input power, and kinetic energy are therefore applicable in this simple case. They can be written

as follows when proper substitutions of structural parameters have been made.

Power flow transmined from P- to S- system:

Pps = (2C;propRmRwR,,-o.)Epb

Input power to the P-system:

Here,

(6.3)

(6.4)

+ RmRw [(R~ + Rw) 2 + 4;;RtRCI) (RE, + Rw ) + 2Rc,R(I) (R~ - I) l +R~R~; } (6.6)

in which R~=~;" and F;...=1tS,/[1l1p2S,CJ)p(l+R,.~)]are, respectively. the ratio of damping ratios

of S- and P- system and the average total energy of the corresponding bfock£d P-system subjected

to a broad-band stochastic process with power spectral density Sf. i.e .• the P-system with x
4
= 0

and Xs = O.

For the P-S system under investigation. the ratio of kinetic to potential energy does not

converge to 0.5 as discussed in Section 5. Hence. instead of the total energy. the kinetic energy is

chosen here to describe the dynamic behavior of the P-S system, which takes the fonn

]
Ell = ZBEpb

for the P-system and the S-system, respectively. Here,
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B= (6 10)

Degenerated from Eq. (5.49), the dissipative power defined in Eq. (5.35) can be calculated

by

(6 11)

6.3 Power Flow as a Response Vilriable

The dynamic perfonnance of an S-system i~ commonly characterized by its relative

displacement with respect to the P-system and by its absolute acceleration. In this section. the

relationship between power flow and these two response variables is established. showing that

power flow can be used as an appropriate response variable.

Recalling from Eq. (6.1). the absolute acceleration of the S-system can be expressed as

Xs = co; (xp - xs) + 2/;sws (ip - Xs) (6.12)

For the steady-state response corresponding to the Gaussian stationary input t;.(t). cross

correlation «xp - xs) (j..p - is) ) vanishes. Hence, the mean-square absolute acceleration is

(x2) =w4 «x -x )2)+4c.2w2«i -i )2)ssp of .$ $ p S

However, from Eq. (6.11).

Therefore.

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6. 15)

which is the relation between power flow and absolute acceleration Xs and relative displacement

(Xp-x.).
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6.4 Illustrative Examples and Discussions
In this section, the propenies of power flow transmitted from the p. to the S- system as well

as the energy of each system are presented and discussed through numerical examples. They also

help to verify the similarity between power flow and energy on the one hand and absolute

acceleration and relatlve displacement on the other in the sense that both sets of parameters can be

used to describe dynamic propenies of the p·S system. In what follows, two cases are discussed

with their defining parameters given in Table 6-1.

Case 1. The power flow transmitted from the P-system is shown in Fig. 6-1 and energies of

the p. and S- systems are shown in Figs. 6-2(a) and 6-2(b). From these plots. one can easily see

the tuning effect, an inherent behavior of P-S systems, which is also reflected by the absolute

acceleration and relative displacement shown in Figs. 6-3 and 6-4. As frequency ratio R..

approaches zero. the P-S system will converge to the P·system and. therefore, the kinetic energies

of the P- and S- systems are O.51tS/cp and zero, respectively. On the other hand, when R..

approaches infinity, the coupling connection becomes rigid and. therefore, the kinetic energies of

the P- and S-system will approach O.51tS,Icp(1 +R,.,) and 0.51tS,R.jcpO....R,..), respectively. For

example. when R".=O.Ol, their asymptotic values are 0.155 and 0.00155, respectively, which can

be observed from Figs. 6-2(a) and 6-2(b). In addition. when R. increases, power flow from the P

system will likewise increase as demonstrated in Fig. 6-1. Consequently, the kinetic energies of

the P- and S- systems decrease and increase. respectively.

One of the features to be observed is that the power flow and the kinetic energies of the P

and S-system are almost symmetrical about the tuning point within a cenain bandwidth and the

tuning effect is always located at R..=l. which can not be found from the absolute acceleration and

the relative displacement shown in Figs. 6-3 and 64. This may be attributed to the unbiased

frequency characteristic of kinetic energy quantities whereas acceleration and displacement are in

favor of high and low frequency components, respectively.
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TABLE 6-1: Parameter Values Used in Numerical Examples

11\ ~ Cp Sp
case R.. R" R..

Ns2jm N/m Ns/rn m2/s3

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

I 4 2500 10 1.0 v 0,4 v

2 4 2500 2 1.0 v v 0.5

Note: v means variable
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Case 2. TIle power flow and energies of the P- and S-system are shown in Figs. 6-5.6-6(a)

and 6-6(b) while the absolute acceleration and relative displacement are shown in Figs. 6-7 and

6-K As one can observe from Fig. 6-5, p(lwer flow transmitted from the P-system increases

with the damping ratio of the S-system at first and then becomes less sensitive to it for this case.

Accordingly, the kinetic energy of the P-system decreases and then almost maintains a constant.

However, the kinetic energy of the S-system has a minimum ?s the dalnping ratio {. varies. This

property is useful for design purposes since it provides an optimum solution for ~. which has been

demonstrated earlier in [46,51,57]. This phenomenon can also be observed from the behavior of

the absolute acceleration.

As ~. increases, the phase angle of the relative displacement between the p. and S-systems

becomes larger and, therefore, its mean-square value always decreases as shown in Fig. 6-8. This,

however, is not so for the absolute acceleration of the S-system due to its relation with the relative

displacement and relative velocity between the P- and S-system as shown in Eq. (6.12). This

behavior can also be proved frem Eq. (6.15). in which < (xl' - z.)2 > decreases monotonically

while power flow PI" increases with {•.

6.S Power Flow and Energy of the Simple P-S System Under Ground
Acceleration Input

It is customary to assume a simple P·S system in Fig. 4-1 subjected to gIOund acceleration.

The equations of .lotion of such a system for relative displacement representation :.(t) and Yp(t)

of the S- and P-s)stem have been established in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), It is immediately recognized

that iilertia forces due to ground acceleration on two subsystems are perfectly correlated, a property

that prohibits the direct application of formulations developed in Section 5. However, Eqs. (4.3)

and (4.4) can be transformed into the generic form for the system delineated by Fig. 5-1(c) under

certain conditions as follows.

Multiplying Eq. (4.4) by m. and Eq. (4.3) by mp and then subtracting the first equation from

the second, we obtain
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(6.16)

Assuming R~ = R,., and z. == z.t/Rw Eq. (4.4) and (6.16) become

(6.17)

(618)

The above equations can be used to represent the generic system in Fig. 5-l(c) when the following

system parameters are defined:

Cl == (1 - RmRw)cp ,

and the following condition is satisfied:

(6.19)

Power flow and energy can thus be calculated from Eqs. (5.32) and (5.33) as well as power

balance equations in Eqs. (5.54) and (5.55).

6.6 Design Considerations of P-S Systems

In design practice, coupling spring and coupling damping coefficient are of interest The main

design objective for the P-S system is to minimize the kinetic energies of the P- and S-system under

the action of extemalloads. To reach these goals, trade-offs between them should be conducted

since tuning may produce minimum kinetic energy of the P-system but maximum kinetic energy

of the S-system. Detuning is often necessary to limit the response of the P- and S-systems within

allowable levels. Damping, however, can be taken at its optimum value for the S-systern design
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because the kinetic energy of the P-systern is not very sensitive to it as explained in the preceding

section.

6.7 Discussions

It has been shown that the concept of power flow and energy can be conveniently utilized in

the analysis and design of simple P-S systems through the establishment of a fundamental relation

between the power flow and energies of the P- and S-systern with damping-coupled connection.

Analysis has shown that power flow is closely related to the absolute acceleration of the S-system

and the relative displacement between the p. and S-systern. Numerical examples also demonstrate

the equivalence between them in representing the dynamics of P-5 systems and the optimum

solution of the damping connection. Furthermore. considerations based on information on the

kinetic energies of P- and S-systems provide another useful approach to the design of P-S systems.
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SECTION 7

AN EXACT SOLUTION FOR A CLASS OF MDOF

p-s SYSTEMS

7.1 Introduction

In Section 6, the concept of power flow and energy developed in Section 5 wa..<; applied to the

study of a simple P-S system. However. more complex systems are often involved i:l practice and

thus it is of practical interest to consider its application to more complex systems. Sections 7 and

8 are devoted to this topic. This section is designed to aim at an exact evaluation of frequency

characteristics and response of a certain type of complex systems, namely, MDOF P-system with

an S-system consisting of many branches with identical structure but different weight. This

analysis can also help to evaluate the accuracy involved in various approximate schemes, to better

understand the dynamic characteristics of multi-tuned peS systems and to study the interaction

effects among equipment installed in a building which has not been explored in the past. The mass

of the S-system in this procedure does not have to be small as usually assumed in the development

of a variety of schemes.

7.2 Equations of Motion of MDOF P·S System
Consider an n,-story building with each floor supporting a branch of the S-system as ~lIown

in Fig. 7 -1(a). The nr number of branches are of identical frequency characteristics with different

total weights, each having n,-DOF as shown in Fig. 7-I(b).

The equations of motion of the system in Fig. 7-1 can be expressed as

-
MX· C C.X K K X F

,- p - p + - pp - ps - p + - pp - ps . - p = - P (7. 1)

M'- ~i.s_ Fsp rs~ }s_ lsp l\ss_l-s_ _fs_

in which the subscripts p and s are associated WIth the DOF of the P- and S- systems. The

displacement v~ctors %p and %s denote. respectively. the absolute displacements of the P- and S

systems. The vector ~p is of dimension n, and ]fs is of dimension np x ns' n, being the number of
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branches of the S-system with n,-DOF in each branch. Submatrices !Spp and f pp can be

decomposed into

K
- PI'

r;pp
= rIO) + Cl SJ

- PI' • PP

(7. :!)

(7.3)

In the above, K 1
Q) and C I OJ are stiffness and damping matrices of the P-system alone, KplpSl and

.~ -~ ..
r;;1 are the extra stiffness and damplI1g of the P-system contributed by the S-system, For the

system under consideration, they can be expressed as functions of mass matrix MI' of the p.

system alone as

K 1S1 I, M= p"- PI' 1 J. P
(7.4)

C'J)=pcM (7.51
• PI' IS· P

in which p represents the ratio of the S-system mass directly anached to the building floor to the

floor mass, This is assumed to be constant over the height of the building in this section.

For clarification purposes, all the remaining matrices are explicitly wrinen out in the

following:

~:ss = M =• s

in which the stiffness and mass matrices of each branch of the S-system alone can be funher

expressed as

The cross stiffness submatrix between P- and S- system can be described as

/(2) I" I
m~p. ." m"'pl • }
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and

K = K 7
- .IT - pJ

in which

o

t" =

o

For the P-system alone:

o

o

o o o

o

o

o
" ,"r •

(I' = 1. ., ). ..• !1P

m ,p

M =- p

For each branch of the S-system:

kip + k: p -k: p

k k + k -I.:.- cr cp'P'P

-k,p

~SJ =

1.:.1j+kCJ

-1.::.\
- - -

k:, + k" -k)J
-

-kOJ

-kn ,'

-k",J kn,J

In this fomlulation. m
l

, is set to be one without loss of generality. The damping matrices

C (0, and C have exactly the same Slrucrure as stiffness matrices K' (>, and t:
SJ

' respectively.
- rp - S5 - pp

7.3 Frequenq Characteristics of Indh'idual S~'stems

The frequency characteristic equation for each branch of the S-system on the fixed base can

be fommlated as follows:

I FS5 - uFY.> <p = 0
• - S
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The solution of the ahove equation gives n, number ef frequencies w. and mode vector <b which
_u

constitute the stiffness matrix in the modal space, They can be presented hy

w~
Is

!1' :=:- ,\

w'
n,s

~,,:=: {PIS ~'j " ~n)

The mode matrix ~ s is orthogonal with respect to the mass matrix. i,e,.

'l'TM \fI = j... s - .\... s -s

in which L is the unit matrix of dimension n S x n,,'

The tOtal stiffness matrix in the modal space and the ll';lde matrix for the integrated S-system

can be written as

~" =

,--
~/Jpm: p

~/ Jpmc.p

'II / ,pm p
... S '\i "fJ

0,10)

(7,1I)

In this section. the total response of the S-system is partitioned into the pseudo-static and

dynamic components as in [9.10,47J. which is also consistent with the design philosophy

suggested by ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code {5], That is
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x, = X 'P1 +X,d'
-. -s -s

in which superscripts p and d denotr. "pseudo-static" and "dynamic" components of the

displacement. The pseudo-static displacement results from the movement of the P-sysfem, which

can be easily obtained by setting the forces asso~iated with the mass and damping matrices equal

to zero in Eq. (7.1) and written in the fonn of

-;

K K ~r,- pp - ps

K KX 1P1

~- sp - ss. . - s _

or

X'PI =: T X
-s -I_p

(7 12)

(7. }3)

T =-lCIK (714)
- I - S5 - sp .

Here. II is a transfonnation matrix that transforms a unit displacement of the P-system into the

static displacement of the S-system. This matrix can be expanded as

-;

{

TJ

£
=

{ I

", , ",

(7.15)

in which { = {t, 1•...•l}~>",

The masses of the S-system are lumped into the corresponding floors in the P-system to

determine the frequency characteristics of the P-system. Consequently. its mass and stiffness

matrices become

r
_r- lc--,

II:K K ,', I [
-, I, - PP - ps - I = K + K T + TTK + TTK T

[T J i K K I. T : - pp - ps- I - 1 - sp - I - ss- I
~- J e,- sp - s.!.] L- I..,;

7-6
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After introducing Eq. (7.15) and other matrices defined before, Eqs. (7.16) and (7.17) can be

simplified to

K = K(O,
- pp - PP

The frequency characteristic equation for the P-system can then be expressed as

(7.181

(7.191

(tpp-W'Yp)Pp ={) (720)

whose solutions are np number of frequencies to., and mode vector 1\1. and the stiffness matrix in
-IP

the modal space and mode matrix are given by

A =- p

0)"
2p

(7.21)

~p = {~Ip ~"p ... ~\p}

where the modal matrix ~p satisfies the orthogonal condition

(7. 22)

t:pTM~ =1 (7.23)
- p- p- p .p

in which I
p

is the unit matrix of dimension np x np '

It is noted that, in the situation under investigation. damping matrix f pp =~~;) as is the

case for stiffness matrix ~pp' Furthermore. the strucrure of mass matrix Yp is exactly the same as

Mp so that participation of lumped masses from the S-system does not change the damping

structure of the P-system. i.e., 9pp is proportional to matrices Mp and Fpp if ~;;) is proportional

to matrices yp and K~;J of the P-system alone.

7.4 Group Analysis of P-S System in Modal Space

Let the displacement vector be expressed by
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By substituting Eq. (7.24) into Eq. (7.1) and pre-multiplying both sides of the resulting

el"lation by ~T, the following equations in the modal space are obtained after imroducin.!,l the

orthogonal conditions:

I MT q ~ q A
-p - sp - r + - p - p + - p

}1sp Is _},- t>.s(h ~~ 'Is

in which Is is the unit matrix of dimension np ll s x Ilpn s' t>p and ~ s are damping matrices of the

p- and S-systems in the modal space which are diagonal when the individual P- and S-systems

alone are proponionally damped. The couplin<' mass matrix M and force vectors r and F't: - sp _ p - 5

can be calculated by

(7. 26 ~

U, k = 1. 2, ... , np ) (7 27)

F' = t]>T(F -;·fI F).p .p.p -loS (7. :?8)

F' = t]>TF (7 '"19-s -s-5 ._)

In the above, the first and second indices in the coupling mass matrix denote the building floor and

mode order of the building, respectively. It is noted here that ~i~=O when $kp(i) = O. This

means that the k-th mode of the P-system has no contribution to the dynamic response of a branch

of the S-system attached to the i-rh floor.

For simplicity of derivation, Eq. (7.25) is expanded in the fonn of a mode of the P-system

and a branch of the S-system. That is.

"
qJ.:p+fj,*/hp+{J)~pqkp+ i.. iji~qls = F'kp

1= 1

7-8
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Before we go funher to slffiplify above equations. the following matrix notations are intre.-

duced:

(1/. A diagonal matrix expanded from a vector is denoted as

diag(!') = [\J(f)ln,n

in which \., fj is the roth elemem of vector r of dimension fl.

(2). A positive definite and diagonal matrix to the 5-th power is denoted as

[diag(y»).1 = [(V
,n

).'],.,,.

in which \" r, is a positive real value and s is any real number.

Pre-multiplying diag( !!l'k ) on both sides of Eq. (731) and summing up all the tenns with

index i. we obtain

qb + t>Ab+ 9~ql:s + ~ (~ diag (~'k ) ~il )41P = roo ks
I: 1 I: 1

n
"

<:" diag (m,.) qt.. - lA _ IS
,: I

",
f"b = L diag(~",)f"J

, ~ 1

Furthennore. the vector in the brackets of Eq. (7.34) can be simplified as

(7.34)

(7 35)

", n r

L diag(!!iik)~" = L pmi"C\lkp(i)C\llp(i)diag(~:1 £) (~;; l> = ~&lk
i .. 1 I ~ 1

(7.36/

1 + P 1: m1.l
I: 1

in which the onhogonal condition in Eq. (7.23) has been introduced and on is the Kronector delta

function defined by
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= f 0

1
olJ 1

Consequently, Eqs. (7.30) and (7.34) become

1:F k

I =- k
(7 3i)

0.38)

~ + ~ ~ -!- Q' - + 'P'. = F" (7.39,'h.s - /hs . s'!ks - qkp - ks

Up to this point, the n.f II, +1 )-DOF system in Fig. 7-1(a) has been grouped into fir number of

(n,+1)-DOF subsystems, each representmg one mode of the P-system. When n, is not greater than

three, the dynamic response of the subsystems subjected to white noise can be analytically

evaluated by employing the integrations listed in Appendix A.

It is desirable to conven Eqs. (7.38) and (7.39) into ones that are symmetric in subsystem's

parameters so that this subsystem in the modal space can be directly modelled by a new physical

system. From the onhogonal condition in Eq. (7.9), we know that vector 9' defined in Eq. (7.36)

actually consists of the squares of the panicipation factors of any branch of the S-system in Fig. 7-

l(b) subjected to ground acceleration and therefore its elements can not be zero in this case. Based

on this observation, pre-multiplication of matrix [diag (~)] -J /2 to Eq. (7.39) will give an

equivalent equation. That is,

[diag (91)] '(qts + t-.s9ks +P~qh + Plikp ) = [diag (91) ] 2 f"ts

Noting that ldia g C,,) ]-1 '2 , (>." and P; are all diagonal matrices and the multipilcation of two

diagonal matrices is commutable, the above equation can be written in the fonn of

J

gks+(>.s9ks+ P;qks+ [diag(p)] 2~qkp = f"'/cs

and Eq. (7.38) becomes

\

qkp + ak/hp + (()~pqkp + IT (diag C~)] 1 9ks = F'kp

in which

7·10

(7.40)

(7 41)



f'" ks = [diag (~)] 2 F"
- ks

However,
-

[diag (ji)] 2 J' = [diag (~) J 2 [diag (~) II = [diag (~\ J'L

The substitution of this result into Eq. (7.41) leads to the equation

0.43)

Equations (740) and (7.43) are the final fonnulas that can be employed to calculate the

modal dynamic response of the P-S system. The two levels oftransformation from Eqs. (730) and

(7.31) to Eqs. (7.40) and (7.43) are illustrated in Fig. 7-2 in the case of a 2-DOF P-system and a

(2 x 2) -DOF S-system, which helps us bener understand the preceding procedure.

In the physical space, dynamic displacement of the S-system (~;dl) or relative

displacement of any branch of the S-s)'stem with respect to its supponing floor in this particular

case can be expressed as

I
I

i

'Y/1n,/Jpmn,p !

and its loth subvector for a branch of the S-system attached to the i-th floor is

(7.44)

or

X ld)
- r

1
= jp;--. '¥ q

P
m • s. IS

lp

(7.45 )

Recalling Eqs. (7.35) and (7.42), we can express modal displacement vector (9k) as

7-11
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F' r II
Is

F'" (1)

IS

F'
II'

/

F' Ip

F,(~I

IS

Eqs. (7.30) and (7.31)

Eqs.(7.40) and (743)

F'III

I ~ s

F,,,r])
, s

F'
~p

F':!p

F""
~ J

F'" \11
~ S

Fig. 7-2 Illustration of Two- Level Transfonnation
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] "- - ,
!hJ = (diag (~)] " I diag (mu) 91,

'" ]

n
F

=p[diag(9')] ~dia~(~:10~:' .., mIP~kP(/It:;dl
1= 1

In the above derivation. Eqs. (7.27, and (7.46) have been introduced. Expanding displacement

X<d! . .vector _ I ill a ne,,\ way. I.e.,

"r

X 'dl - Y Ph (I X,d,
- I - - '+',p ) - I

I ~ )

and substItuting it into Eq (7.47), we have

(/ = L 2. . ... nr )

'I, n.,

?h.I = p[diag(91)] :diag(~;Jn~;' I m1p¢>kpil) l. (j>,p(/)g"J
l; 1 1= 1

J

P [d' \iJ)]-~d' (l11 1/)\1/ lX--·'d,= ----;;-.~ lag (.:r - lag ~~ _ ~~ ... k

1 + P r mls
I = I

or

n.

1 + P I iiii.I _

g:d l = 1=1 'P [dia ('P-1/)]-1 [dia (0/)):-- , p - s g - J - g. '1 ks

In addition. substituting Eg. (7.36) for 9' gives rise to

r 1

= i--~-- [diag ("~ 1 [») -] [diag (diag (~; 1 {) <"; 1 Ll )] ;
Ai 1+ p i mis
I 1= 1

I p -= i-..---- [diag (,,~1Ll ] -1 [ (diag (~: I [) ):] :
i ".

i: 1 +P I mls
I I = I

7-13
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,---
I P is= I (7 51)I
I n

i -
~ 1 + P 1 m,s

/ .. 1

Eq. (7.50) then becomes

I n. '

II + P I m;s
-Idj ! ,= I

~k = ~ P (7.52)

and the dynamic response of the i-th branch of the S-system can be calculated from Eq. (7.48).

In the derivation of Eq. (7.51 ), we take the sign of element of vector ~~ I Lfor the square root

value of diag (~) . This does not affect the frequency characteristics and dynamic response of

the P-S system since the product of [diag (~)] 1/2 and 9
ks

is independent of the sign

convention.

7.5 Illustration of Two Transformations

To assure the appropriateness of the proposed procedure, the two transformations described

in Eqs. (7.35) and (7.48) must guarantee that the equations before and after the transfonnations

are equivalent. i.e., the transfonnations matrices must not be singular. This is demonstrated below.

Eqs. (7.35) and (7.48) can be rewritten in the matrix form of

(7.53)

(7 54)

in which

T2 = [diag (ffi,i)] = [jpm;p ~kp (i) diag (~~ I D ]

T3 = [~kp(i)ls]

In what follows, we wish to illustrate that the determinants of T
2

and T
3

are not equal to zero. As

a matter of fact, L and L have the same structure and therefore only T~ is demonstrated in the

following.
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The detenninant T, is defined hy

'T =
- 3

!\»p(1)ls $~p(1)lJ

c1>lp(2)L <\l~f'(2)L

/hll) (1)/
'1') p -J

/hill (2)]
"f: p , .J

$'1 1(n - 1)/
'I' p -J

$",1'(1)[,

c1> n l'(2l!s,

t\> I I ) ( 1) j
In, - 1 ) P -s

( Ii ... ) I
<\l (" _ I ) P (- -J,

41 '11 n-1)j
In. I I P (p -J,

In - 1) ), t n - I J, .
I ) -!t(n-I) i1'1'" (} In) n= (4) (l))-n.(n'-~'~l\l( (1)) ., , .. (ll> '-"(1» (41 " '(1»'

II' II' II' II'

Here. new coefficients (\l~;l (i) can be expressed in the recursive fann. i.e"

<\)11> (i) =
kp

<\lll-l'(l)
II'

$iI-ll(i+I)
II'

/h,J. II (1)
'I' ,k .. 1) I'

~(/- II (i+ 1)
(k .. I) P

(I = 1. 2, .", "1'-1) (7 56)

and $(1) (i) =
kp

floor.

<\lkp (i) represents the mode value of the k-rh mode of the P-system at the i-th

In order to assure nonzeroness of [3,' all the factors in Eq. (7.55) must be finite and

nonzero, i.e " 4> I( I) (1) * 0 and r~ (11 (1): < 00, After a series of tedious denvations. the following
p ,II',

relations hold:

4>(1) (1) =
II'

4> II' ( 1) ~2P (l )

$11'(2) $21'(2)
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4>' ~, ( !) = Cll ll)
11' II'

4>11'(1\ 4l~pll) $,,,(1)

4\1'(2) (\l~p(2) <1>'1'(2)

(\l:p(3) 4>:,,(3) (\)'1'(3)

4>11'(1) $:r(ll 4"r(!J <ll.plIJ

4> (2)ql (2)qJ (2)(\l (2)
1 P :p 'I' • I'

¢J 11'(31 ¢:,,(31 <!l,p(Y) 4.1'(3)

¢l1,,(4) (\l:/ (-I, lD,,,(4) 41.1'(4)

and so on. It can be ohserved that (\),11 (1) IS a mU]:Jp], Ilion of all the detenninants up to (1+1)
II'

dimension of the "principal" submatrices in mode matrix ~p a\ shown in Eg. n.5()) and thi~ 1~

obviously finite but not equal to zero.

7.6 Dynamic Response of S-System
The dynamic responses of an S-systern with each branch of dimension less than four can be

analytically calculated from the integration formula in Appendix A. For the simplest Ca.'ie with 71.

equal to one. Eq. (7.48) becomes

= ; Q> (/)j;ldl = :~-~£; <ll (/) q"
... 'I' I \ P ... 'I' IS

i = 1 I ~ 1

in which Eg. (7.52) has been introduced and 'P :;;: 1 has been recognized illihis caSe.
s

The mean-square displacement and velocity can then be fonnulated as

0.611

d ' I + p"' ", ~ •
( ( X/I »") :;;: ... ( I) ... f) ( )-p-.~ L 'I"l' 'I'kp l q,.qks

I ~ 1 k • 1

from which one can see that the mean-square values and covariances between modal responses

are required. These can be obtained as follows.

In general. Eqs. (7.40) and (7.43) can be expressed for two modes of the P-system as

follows:
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q" +.1 q' +00' q +nlq" :::: f/U)
'I' If' 'I' '/' 'I' /.\ ,

and

"

Qkp + ~k/hp + CJ)~pqkl' + nlqb = f./(f)

., ,

q" + !:J.Jlld + (UC,4'ks + nlq.p = f.!( t)

in which m= P
\l ~p

When the base displacement input to the P-sysrem is considered. r ..=r ,.=() , Power flow

transmirted from the P-sysTem To the S-s)'stem through one mode and energies srored in the mode

in this case can be calculated by referring to [:'i3). For more general systems with correlated inputs

in Eqs. (7 .6:'i) and (7.66). same fonn of the power balance equation can he obtained as given in

Eqs. (2.15> and (2.16). But. the expressions for input power and energies (mean-square values)

take different fonns. They are

P iml

k5 (i 671

17.69)

in which Sf is the power spectral density of broad-band stocha~ticprocess f(t).
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For the calculation of covarianl:e between any two modes, the transfer function approach a<,

used in Section :'\ is employed. After manipulating a series of mathematical derivations, the

covariance between any two modes described by Eqs. n .td H 7 66 ~ can he formulated ~

r. I r.

l iS 'f') , •. -.",... )--- +- mw' I --.- + mw' J
~ H 'I" kr

'f' \ H Ar '=Sf f···----~---·~--- --.'--- ---------..------ dw
1 -' 4 ( l-" 4

l flJT- -om' (J,) ) I --;---;- - m' w
; It' ,fI H

. s 'P

in which

w' - w: +JW.1
J -'

Hlp = (I .- i, J:)

The integrand in Eq. 0.70) can be resolved iIlt,) partIal fractiems as

(
r,s _, \(l.s .__ " '.
-- +mw·r Il' --- +mu)'J )H Ip H • Ip " "

Ip J kp a"jw+tJ,w'+a)w+t:, -h"j(j)+bJw'-b)(j)+h)----------- --------- = ------_.__.._----- -_ .. + ------------------
1 -', (1 _, ') __ 1. __ ;;... ,£", 1 -' ol

(j(ii.; - m' W ) \ I-is;-H:~ - m' W H lJ.p ". UJ H~-ii::-m- (j)

when. the coefficients of the partial fractions. a,) . .... a, :hl)' ... , b" are obtained from the solution

of the simultaneous equations

}\-" P = f
where matrix W. and vectors V and f arc defined as

do 0 0 0 -d'H 0 0 0

-d d
"

0 0 -d'] d'(, 0 0, I

d1 d; do 0 -d'2 -d'i -d'l) 0

w= -d3 d1 -dl d~ -d'3 d' -d'i d', I)

d, d, d2 d
j
-d', -d') -d'2 -d'l

0 d, -d3 d1 0 d' -d'l d'2,
0 0 d, d3

0 0 -d', -d')

0 0 0 d, 0 0 0 d',
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Po = O.

PI = O.

P2 =O.

!! = {at" 0,. a,. a,. boo b j • b~. b1 } T

f = {p(\' Pl' P~. P,. P4' P S • P b • P7 }T

p. = ri,f ks (~kp - .1 ,p ) -.. iri (rlJr4p.1,p - rbr,p.1kp)

P. == m(r r w" + r r we ) -+- r r (6 6 - w= - (02 )
> Ip ks kp kp" Ip '> b Ip 4p If 4p

P = r. r (l1. W" - ~ w")
6 15 ks 'p kp kp Ip

P
J

= (inr - r ) (mC - r k) .
IP IS ~p s

and

P = r r 0)2 w"
, " ks 'p kp

d = 1 - mZ
(I

d? = -(W" +w/.:" +~ ~I )
- S P J AP

d, = - (l1 k W
2 + ~ CJ)k

2
). 'p J S P

d = W 2
(I)"

4 S kp

d'l ( / == 0.1,2.3.4) = d l inEq.(7.72)when.1
kp

andro.p are.respectively,rep1acedby

l:1'f and w,p'

Equation (7.70) then becomes

B()006 +B
J
w4

+B"w~ +B)
+

;d(\w4 +d
1
jw3 +d"w~ +d

3
jw+d

4
2

which can be analytically evaluated as shown in Eq. (A.2). Here. the coefficients Bo... ·• B 3 and

B'o •...• B'3 can be calculated by

B o = -bod l + b l do •

B1 = -bod3+bld2-bzdl +b3 do'

B 2 = bid. - bzd 3 + b3 d2'
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For calculation of the velocity covariance between mode i and mode k of the P-system. the

procedure is exactly the same except that vector f should be re-arranged into

f' = {P'o. r l • P''2' P',. P'4' P'~. r,.. p' 7 }1

(i = O. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6 )

The absolute acceleration fur this simple case can be expressed as

(l = 1. 2.

aIJd its mean-syuare value takes the fonn

(7 131

7.7 Illustrative Examples and Analyses

In this section. three exampl~s are presented to illustrate the interaction effects between

different braIlches of the S-system. the effect of the number of degree-of-freedom of each branch

on the dynamic responses of the S-system. the existence of optimum damping in the S-system to

minimize its dynamic responses such as absolute acceleration. Frequency characteristics of the

coupled P-S system are also studied and employed to indicate the possibility of uncoupled

analysis.

7.7.1 Example 1: Interaction Effects Between Different Branches of S.System

A uniform two-story building supporting two oscillators as shown in Fig. 7-3(a) is

designated as example structure 1. The mass (Il\) and stiffness (k.,) of the building (P-system) are

assumed to be 175078.9 kg and 350236220.5 kN/m. respectively. and the damping matrix is

considered to be proportional to the stiffness matrix in this example. The ratio between mass of

one oscillator to floor mass (11\) is kept at 0.1 while damping ratios of the oscillator and the first

mode of the P-system are assigned to be 0.05. The natural frequenCIes of the P-system

considering a lumped S-system mass can be found to be 26.356 rad/sec and 69.000 rad/sec.

r~spectively. Three types of loads which include the load on the S-system (either one of

oscillators). displacement input and acceleration input are sketched in Fig. 7-3(b). All the external

excitations in the three types of loading schemes are assumed to be broad-band stochastic
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processes with unit power spectral density. Mean-square values of relative displacements of the S-

system with respect [0 the P-system and displacement of [he P-system are tabulated in Tables 7-1

- 7-3 when the frequency of the oscillator (00,) takes values la, 26.356. and 69.000 rad/sec.

Except for the displacement input. x'P 0= 1,2) represents the relative displacement with respect to

the base. It can be observed from Tables 7-1 - 7-3 that « x: s - x: p ) :) and (x~p) under the action

of load on the S ,-system are exactl y the same as <(XI' - x! p) :) and (x~ p) under the aClion of

load on the S,-system which agrees with our intuition. «Xl - XI p) ') and « x, - .\, ):) under
.\ • J _p

the excitation of load either on the S,- or on the S,- system are almost of the same order for tuned

cases as presented in Tables 7-2 and 7-3 whereas those are quite different for the detuned case as

given in Table 7-1. In fact, S,-system (or S,-system) almost remains still when So-system (Of S-

system) is subjected to a broad-band random force. This is because the Vibration-propagating

medium (P-system) is not excited appr<.>ciably for the detuned case. When the di~placement and

acceleration input tluough the base are considered. the mean-square displacements of the 5,- and

S;- systems are of the same order for both tuned and detuned cases. Moreover. the mean-square

displacement under the acceleration input generally decreases with the increase of frequency of

the S-system due to direct loading on the S-system.

7.7.2 Example 2: Optimum Damping of S-Svstem

A six-story building to which six oscillators ar, ached is presented in fig. 7-4, which is

deSignated as example structure 2 in this section. Each story has the same mass (m,,) of 1.0 kip.s:/

in (== 1.8x 105 kg) and interval stiffness (kp ) of 5000 kips/in ( == 9 x 108 N / m) . The six identi

cal oscillators are chaIactenzed by mass ratio (p) between mass of one oscillator and floor mass.

frequency (W
s

) and damping ratio (s). The frequencies and mode vectors of the P-system

alone are given in Table 7-4.

Frequency Characteristics and Non-Classical Damping Effects. Although frequency

characteristics of the coupled P-S system are not required to calculate the dynamic response of the

S-system as demonstrated in Section 7.6, they can help us better understand general dynamics of

the complex P-S "ystem considered here. The frequency characteristic equation can be easily
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~
/'. '0.1 fl\,r 51 -system

~I'

. f 0.10\r 5 1 -system

(a) P- and S-Systems
f(t)

Load on S, -System

f(t)

Load on S2 -System

... ...-..
xg (r) Xg (1)

Displacement Input Acceleration Input

(b) Loading Schemes

Fig. 7-3 Structure Model of Example 1
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TABLE 7-1: Mean.Square Displacements of Example 1 (00.=1.0 rad/sec)

Load on S-system Displacement Acceleration

5, S"
input input

(1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5 )

«x,.-x ,.)2> 1.0249x 10-' 1.2976x 10-14 4.0907x 10- 15 31.4826

«x,.-x~. )~> 1.2976x 10- 14 1.0250x 10-7 9.6047x 10-15 31.5168
,

2.5926)( 10- 16 2.5962x 10- 16 4.1274x 10- 15 7.4517x IO--l<X',.>

<X~l'> 2.5962)( 10- 16 1.0377x 10. 15 9.3266x 10. 15 1.9356x 10. 3

TABLE 7-2: Mean-Square Displacements of Example 1 (j) .=(j) 1.=26.356 rad(sec)

Load on S-system displacement Acceleration

5, 51
input input

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5 )

«x,._X,.)2> 3.8950x 10-12 1.0519x 10 12 1.9477x 10- 14 5.5031xl0-3

«Xl,-X1P )2> 1.0519x 10-12 2.8807x 10-12 4.5654x 10- 14 1.2632x IO-~

<x2,.> 2.647x 10- 14 4.9689x 10-14 2.5474x 10. 1.5 5.3935x 10-4
,

4.9689x 10- 14 1.3495x 10- 13 5.1691xl0- 15 1.3833x 10-3<x-z.>

TABLE '-3: Mean.Square Displacements of Example 1 (0 ,=(j) lP=69.000 rad/sec)

Load on S-system Displacement Acceleration

5, 5z
input input

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

«x,,-x,.)2> 1.3820x 10- 13 3.0746x10- 14 3.9941x 10-15 4.8726x 10-;

«x,.-Xlp)2> 3.0746x 10-14 1.8053x 10- 13 1.6360x 10- 15 7.6269x 10-5

,
8.7479x 10- 15 1.3906x 10-14 3.9696x 10-15 9.0959x 10-4<x- >'.

<xlz"> 1.3906x 10-14 3.4303x 10-14 9.0857x 10-15 2.3645)( 10')
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fOffi1Ulated from Eqs. (7.65) and (7.66) with the absence of damping and external force tenns. i.e ..

w! - Q! -mn: <f'tr 0kp = (7 741
-nl0. 2 w2 _ n: <f'b 0

J

which gives the following natural frequencies and mode vectors:

,J

= (i = L 2 ) (7 76)

rr
I

m---
w2

lep

The non-classical damping effect between the P- and the S- system under consideration can be

described by an indicator defined as

n. i7)

which can serve as a generalization of indicators defined in [34,89]. This definition can he easily

applied to measure the damping. coupling strength between any two modes of a complex system.

Moreover, the indicator is represented by a dimensionless number ranging from zero to one which

may provide a natural scale to compare the degree of non-classical damping effect on the dynanlic

response of a complex system.

The frequency ratios calculated from Eq. (1.75) and non-classical damping indicator from

Eq.(7.77) are presented in Figs. 7-5 and 7-6. It can be observed that frequencies (0) of the

combined P-S system gradually deviate from their individual frequencies (w. and w.. ) as mass
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TABLE 7-4: Natural Frequencies and Mode Vectors of P·System

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
mode mode mode mode mode mode

(1) (2) (31 (4) (S) (6) (7)

frequency 17.046 50.140 80.362 105.872 I 125.224 137.350

v 1st floor 0.1327 +0.3678 -0.5187 +0.5507 -0.4565 +0.2578
e

-0.3678 -0.13272nd floor 0.2578 +0.5507 +0.5187 -0.4565c
t 3rd floor 0.3678 +0.4565 +0.2578 -0.5187 -0.1327 +0.5507
0

r 4th floor 0.4565 +0.1327 +0.5507 +0.2578 -0.3678 -0.5187

s 5th floor 0.5187 -0.2578 +0.1327 +0.4565 +0.5507 +0.3678

6th floor 0.5507 -0.5187 -0.4565 -03678 -0.2578 -0.1327
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ratio (p l increases. indicating increased intera'.:tion between two systems. This is especially

evident in the tuned case. In addition, careful examination will show that frequency vanation of

the P-system (S-system) is more obvious than that of the relatively flexible S-system (P-system). a

result which coincides with the decoupling cmerion based on frequency change as shown in Fig

4-5. This implies applicability of the decoupling criterion developed in Section 4 to a complex

system.

It can be observed from Figs. 7-6(a-c) that the 2-DOF !>ystem under mvestigation IS

classically damped when frequency ratio (0). /0) kp ) is equal to the ratio of damping ratios (E,. (;'r )

which has been indicated in [34J. Furthennore. the non-classical damping indicator ct:defined in

Eq.n .77) increases with the parameter 0 defined in Eq.l2.6', Unlike parameter O. the indicator (;,;

is independent of mass ratio (p) only in the tuned case The inclusion of mass ratio in the

expression of c" can make the indicator itself become a good criterion for evaluating non

classical damping effect. For a constant c". the smaller the mass ratio. the larger the parameter S

and therefore the error ;'1volved in the calculation of dynamic response without taking into

account the non-classical damping effect. This result can be inferred from [34]. A comparison

between Fig. 7-6(a) and Fig. 7-6(c) demonstrates the reversibility of indicator C,> about frequency

ratio (00. /00 kp ) and ratio of damping ratios (;. r; .. ). This can easily be e~plained by recalling the

physical system that Eqs. (7.65) and (7.66) describe. i.e .. for a constant m. substitutions of (i) kp Joo.

and ~ .. ,.Is. for 0). fro,p and 1;. ft. .. only exchange the structural parameters between these

oscillators.

Mean-Square Response of S-System. When the example structure is subjected to an

acceleration input, mean-square displacements of all branches of the S-system are shown in Figs.

7-7 and 7-8 for various frequencies (0») and for various mass ratios (p). respectively. While

the mean-square displacements generally decrease with the increase of W j' tuning effect around

natural frequencies of the P-system alone can be clearly seen. Figure 7-8 shows that mean-square

displacements of the S-system with a fixed frequency are rapidly reduced as mass ratio (p)

increases.
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A series of parametric studies on the effect of damping, mass ratio, and frequency ratio on

the absolute acceleration response have been accomplished and the results for oscillators attached

to the third and sixth floors are presented in FIgs. 7-9 - 7-1]. All the figures demonstrate that vari-

ations of mean-square accelerations of the S-system at two floors with damping of the S-s)'stem

are generally the same. indicating that contribution from one mode (in the P-system) tuned or

nearly tuned with (J)~ is significant. In other words. energy is mainly concentrated in one mode of

the P-system due to the distribution of oscillators at all building floors. From Figs. 7-9(a, bl. one

can further observe that. with cenain damping (oS,). the mean-square acceleration can be mini

mized as in the case of the simple P-S system discussed in Section 6. A small damping increment

of the S-system has more significant influences on the mean-square response than the correspond-

ing damping change in the P-system as demonstrated in Figs. 7-10(a. b). As one can expect.

damping in the S-system significantly reduces the acceleration response in the tuned case while

the reduction in denmed cases is relatively small as shown in Figs. 7-11(a. b).

7.7.3 Example 3: Effects of Number of DOF and Mass Distribution in a Branch
of S-System on Response

The same six-story buildin£ in example 2 is employed here. The six oscillators attached to

the building. however, are substituted by s1., 2-DOF branches as shown in Fig. 7-12. When the

fundamental frequency designated in the figure varies, the mean-square displacements of the first

and top masses of all branches of the S-system are shown in Figs. 7-3(a. b) with mass ratio (p) of

O. 1 and damping ratios of 0.05 for both the P- and the S- system. It can be seen that response

variations of the first and top masses of different branches are consistent. This confirms the results

observed in example 2 that energy in the P-system is basically stored in one predominant mode.

By comparing Fig. 7-13(b) with Fig. 7·7, one can funher see that relative variations of the mean

square displacement with frequency (<0
1
.) for single- and two- DOF subsystems of each branch

are consistent but the magnitudes of the response in Fig. 7-7 are generally less than those in Fig.

7-13{b) due to the distributed mass effect. The distribution of mass tends to reduce the effective

modal mass, which in tum increases response of the S-system as demonstrated in Fig. 7-8. A
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comparison between Fig. 7-14 and Fig. 7-8 further confinns the above analyses. All these results

clearly support the statement that a SDOF representation of one unifonn branch of the S-system

is a good approx.imation in the complex system under investigation. Based on this observation.

the analytical model considered in this section can be reasonably extend.:d to cases with different

number of DOF but same fundamental frequency characteristics in each branch of the S-system.

Mean-square displacements of the top mass in each branch of the S-system shown in Fig.

7-1(b) are plotted in Figs. 7-15 and 7-16(a,b) as a function of mass ratio (..\ = m2./ml.l between

the top and the first masses of the S-system. In the first figure. frequencies of the S-sysrem (";1.

and ""2.) are tuned to the fundamental and second mode frequencies of the P-system alone while. in

the remaining figures. they are equal to the first two frequencies of the P-system with the lumped

S-system mass. respectively. as given in Table 7-5. The latter case is referred to Ii" nearly tuned

case here. For the same mass ratio (Al. there exist two sets of stiffness distributions that generate

two identical frequencies of the S-system but different mode vectors. Stiffness constants (k lo and

1:2.) for these two sets of distribution are also presented in Table 7-5. Figures 7-15 and 7-16(a)

show the results for the first set of stiffness distribution and Fig. 7-16(b) for the second set of

stiffness distribution. Comparison between Figs. 7-15 and 7-16(a) demonstrates quite different

characteristics for the tuned and nearly-tuned cases in the sense that there exists an optimum

value of ..\ which minimizes the mean-square displacements of the S-system in nearly-tuned case.

However, for the second set of stiffness distribution. mean-square displacements of the S-system

are monotonically decreasing as shown in Fig. 7-16{b). The above analyses indicate that a

preliminary design with mass ratio (>') around 0.7 will generate the minimum response in the

S-system corresponding to the first set of stiffness distribution.

7.8 Conclusions

The dynamic response calculation of a class ofcomplex P-S systems defined in this section has

been grouped into many subsystems with a small number of DOF so that the closed-form solution

of power flow and energy quantities can be obtained under the action of broad-band stochastic
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TABLE 7·5; Frequencies of S-S~'stem Under Differenl Mass Distribution

A 0.1 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.3 I 1.5 1.6

(1) (2) (3) (4) (51 \6> (7) (8)

WI. 16.179 15.895 15759 15.561 15.370 15.246 15.1 i':6

002- 47.591 46.756 46.354 45.771 45.210 44.847 44668

k (I) 291.834 407.959 470.998 576.085 704.985 X22089 906.871h

k ill 203.238 676.939 793.406 880.888 890719 853.374 812.120;u

k IZI 2235.62 2030.82 ! 926.84 1761:78 1575.89 1422.29 1319.70j.

k 12, 26.5304 135.986 193.940 288.043 398.470 493.253 558.070,.
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forces. Based on the comprehensive studies on the complex system, the following conclusions can

be drawn:

(I) Interaction effect between different branches of an S-system is not significant unless they are

tuned to the frequencies of the P-system supporting the S-system.

(2) All C' -,ystem consisting of many uniform MDOF branches can be approximately represented by

an S-system consisting of many SDOF branches. The introduction of nonuniform distribution

of structural parameters (mass and stiffness) into the S-system can minimize mean-square

displacement of the S-system which is nearly tuned to the P-system.

(3) Dynamic response 01 an S-system such as mean-square acceleration can be minimi7.ed by an

appropriate selection of its damping characteristics, which has been found in a simple system

discussed in Section 6.

(4) Mean-square displacement generally decreases with an increase offrequency of the S-system

and mass ratio between S- and P-systems (for constant frequency).

(5) Energy in the S-system is mostly generated by one mode of the P-system whose frequency is

close to that of the S-system. For this reason, the energy disuibution along different branches

basically follows that particular mode shape of the P-system.
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SECTION 8

MEAN-SQUARE CONDENSATION METHOD FOR THE
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF S-SYSTEMS

8.1 Introduction

As surveyed in Section 2, perturhation techniques have been extensively employed to develop

modal properties of coupled P-S systems based on their uncoupled properties. It is thus an

improvement over traditional uncoupled analyses by taking into account the dynamic interaction

effect on the modal properties and dynamic response of the S-system. However, the appropriate

application of perturbation theory is based on a g()od understanding of the relative orders of all the

small quantities involved in the P-S system such ali mass ratio, tuning parameter, damping ratio.

etc.. which usually requires expertise evaluations. Any improper identification of these quantities

will result in an erroneous conclusion or lead to unstable schemes. For instance, the perturbati()n

scheme may be unstable when the structural damping: ratio is of the same order of or less than that

of the conne:::tion between the P- and S- system but has not heen recognized as a small parameter.

A simpler procedure which captures the coupling: effect was discussed in (45) based on the

statistical energy analysis. This procedure was used in a coupled analysis of simple P-S systems

such as one with a SDOF P- and a SDOF S.system with conservative connection. For the general

l:ase of non-conservatively coupled systems. a consistent fonnulation of power flow between

these systems as well as energies stored in individual systems has been developed in Section 5. This

fonnulation shows the equivalence of power flow transmitted from a P- to an S-system and energy

of th~ S-system on the one hand, and absolute acceleration of the S-system and relative

displacement of the S-system with respect to the P-system on the other. This procedure leads to

the exact dynamic response of simple P-S systems as discussed in Section 6 and some special types

of complex systems as presented in Section 7. In practice. however. general MDOF models are

often necessary which points to the need for extending the ba:.ic fonnula developed for a simple

case to more general situations.
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In this section. a practical coupled analysis in the modal space is presented for general MDOF

P-S systems in which the modal properties of individual P- and S-systems are involved and the

MDOF P-system (more than 3-DOF) is substituted by a 3-DOF system, which is then condensed

into a 1S-2P model based on energy equivalence of the S-system

8.2 Basic Formulation

The equations of motion of an arbitrarily combined P-S system as shown in Fig. 8-l( a) can

be written as

(8. I)

where

-!c Cr = - pp - ps

'C C
~- sp - s~

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

In the above, subscripts p and s represent the P- and S-system. respectively; fy1p and M, are mass

matrices of these systems; matrices F;j and r,j (i,j=p.s) are stiffness and damping matrices

between system i and system j. respectively: and f (1) and ~ (tJ denote the external excitation

and displacement vectors in the Newtonian reference frame.

Although Eq. (8.1) describes the motion of the P-S system in a broader sense than Eq. (7.1),

they are fcnnally similar. Consequently, in the same fashion as in Section 7. Eq. (8.1) can be

transformed into governing equations of motion in the moddl space. In order to avoid unnecessary

repetition, only the key steps toward this goal are stated in the following.

The secondary mass is considered to be fixed at the anachment points on the P-system to

determine its decoupled frequency characteristics while taking into account inertia coupling of the
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P- and S-systems Thus. the modal propenies of the decoupled P- and S-systems can be calculated

by solving the following characteristic equations.

(8. )

(8.6)

in which the modal vectors ~.\ and ~p are nonnalized to unity modal masses Mf' and t:PI' are

effective mass and stiffness matrices a<,sociated with the P-system when the effect of the S-system

inertia is taken into account: they have the explicit fomls

M = M +-rM T.p Of' -1-.1-1
(R.7)

(8 8)

where superscript T denotes matnx transp..lse and ! 1 is a transfonnation matrix that transfomls

static displacement of the P-system into that of the S-system. Ohviously. TI can be expressed as

The displacement vector ~ can then be decomposed into

C!l 0 (q \X = - p - -P :::c 4>
- TC!l¢>lq).CJ

.- 1- P - .I, \- .I

(8 9)

(8. 10)

Upon substituting Eq.(8.] O)into Eq.(8.1 ) and then pre-multiplying ~T on both sides. The equations

of motion of the P-S system in the modal space take the form

(8. I!)

which corresponds to the P-S system in the modal space as shown in Fig. 8-1 (b) when the P-s:'stem

is the only one directly subjected to excitation f p' representing the displacement input as discussed

in Section 3. In Eq.(6.J 1). lp and lJ are identity matrices of n x n and m x m dimensions.

respectively; Msp = ~;MJI tJlp is a coupling mass matrix between the P- and S-system; !U~

and !U; are diagonal stiffness matrices of the p, and S-systems;
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damping matrices whose elements are ~,. =2~p~p and ~. ;=: 2~.",. in which ~p and ~. are damping

ratios of the P- and S-systems, respectively; ,!!,p and ,!!,. are displacement vectors in the modal

space: and .!p and :!. are modal matrices of the P- and S-systems.

In the derivation of the above equations, one assumption is made. i.e .• CPP!I + ~p, =o. This

is true only when single attachments of S-systems such as the ones discussed in the preceding

sections are considered. For the case of multiple-supported S-systems. this assumption implies

that damping of the S-system is in direct proponion to it.. stiffness.

It is seen from Eq. (8.11) that. due to the introduction of transformation matrix!I. the coupled

P-S system with non-conservative coupling has been transformed into a conservatively-coupled

P-S system in the modal space but with mass coupling. Further observation shows that Eq. (ll.ll) is

symmetric in the characteristic parameters of the P- and S-system so that the problem encountered

in the dynamic analysis of the P-S system (one attached to another) using the SEA method [109]

ha.. been lifted. Statistical energy analysis is now directly applicable to the analysis of dynamic

response of the P-S systems [451. When tl =m = I. Eq. (8.11) degenerates into the simple case

(8.12)

(8.13)

The relationship between power flow (P,..) from the P-system to the S-system and the kinetic

energies (E~kl. £;k) of the P- and S-systems has been approx.imately formulated in [53] and

modified here to give the exact expression

(814)

in which the proportional constant 0 can be expressed as

(8.15)
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8.3 Energy of paS System with Closely Spaced Modes

A simpler case in which a MDOF peS system can be analyzed via statistical energy analysis is

one where their modes are closely spaced. In this case, the assumptions made in Section 2.2.2.2

are appropriate and power flow transmitted from the p. to the S-system can be implemented by

following the SEA framework discussed in Section 2.2.2.

The energy flow between mode i of the S-system and mode j of the P-system is represented by

Eq. (8.14), in which E~Ic) and E~I<) are respectively substituted by constant mode energies E;.Ie)/n

and E~/c)/m. When averaged over the ensemble of systems. Eq. (8.14) becomes

(
Eric) File))

pl,JiJ = 2 < (l > _P- - ...:.:.-_
P' n m (~ 16)

where < (} >= 1l"m;pw~/(2A"",) is the averaged proportional constant over frequencies. with ":0

representing the central frequency over frequency band of the external load.

When all the modes in the P-S system are considered. the total power flow from the P- to the

S-system can be expressed by

(8.17)

where 2~p. =m < (l> /""'0 and 2~.p =n < (} > /w c are the coupling loss factors which can be related

to some conventional parameters such as junction impedance.

We may now use Eq. (8.17) to calculate the energies of the P- and S-systems by considering

the energy balance equation of each individual system as fonnulated in Section 2.2.2.3. i.e .•

which give the solutions

4'..w Elk) +4' w E(k) - 4' ..w E(/c) _ p(in)
"'y-C p ,,-p" C J p '-t.6p-C -'IJ - P
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where pp"n) is the input power from the P-system, From Eqs.(8.20) and (8.21). one can easily

observe that the kinetic energy of tt.e S-system is always less than that of the P-system when m=n,

As one can see. P-S systems with many closely-spaced modes can be readily analyzed.

DynamIC properties of the S-system such as its relative displacement or absolute acceleration can

be inferred from Eqs. (8.17) and (8,20) as discussed in Section 6.

8.4 Response of P·S System With Sparsel~' Spaced Modes
A more important case. and more commonly encountered in practice. is one where I! and m

take intennediate values and the modal frequencies of the P-S system are sparsely dIstributed In

this case. individual modal contributions to the dynamic response of the S.system are expeCted to

be significant and thus the assumptions made in Section 2.2.2.2 are no longer yalld. Hence.

statistical energy analysis can not be applied in the strict sense. However. we can still use power

flow and energy concepts on an individual modal basis.

Originally. it was intended to develop an approximate relation between power flow

transmitted from one mode in the P-system to another in the S-system and modal energies stored

in the P- and S- systems. However. it was found that such a relationship is difficult to develop if

not impossible due to: (1) All the modal forces acting on the P-system are perfectly correlated; (2)

Frequency properties of lower modes are sensitive to the parameter variations so that such a

relationship (if exists) could be vulnerable to structural paranleter changes. For these reasons. a

mean-square condensation procedure has been proposed based on the equivalence of total power

flow from the P- to the S- system instead of power flow between two modes from P- and S

systems, respectively.

8.4.1 SDOF S-System and 2-DOF P-SJstem (IS-2P Model)
If we consider the SDOF P-system and SDOF S-system as the simplest case. the next in

complexity is one with a SDOF S-system and a 2-DOF P-system, In the procedure proposed in this

section, the response behavior of this coupled system is essential for generating knOWledge of the

dynamic characteristics of general MOOF P-S systems. which is analogous to the repre~entation
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of a MDOF system by a 2-DOF model in the traditlonal analysis of combined systems

When m and /I are set to be one and two, respectively, Eq.(~.111 degenerates inw the IS-2P

model represented hy Fig. ~-2(a)

q +!l q + w2 q + m q =
1" 11' If' II' 11' If"

(8. 231

By following the procedure in Section 5, the displacement amplitude under unit-amplirude

hannonic load flO can ~ shown to be

in which H., H,p. and H2P are transfer functions of the SDOF system with frequencies (0" lOll" and

lO., , respectively.
-p

The mean-square velocity of the S-system (or power flow from the P- to the S- system in this

case) can be expressed as

(8.26)

in which E.. E, and E, are the mean-square velocities (energy parameters l of the S-system. the S-

system with r., = 0 and the S-system with r
l

= O. respectivel\': E. is one-half oftht> .:orrelated
~f' p-

term of the S-system mean-square velocity. Their explicit expressions can be found by referring to

Eq.(A.3) and they are

(i == 1. 2, 3)
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(a) General 1S-2P Model

condensation

(b) Condensed lS-lP Model

Fig. 8-1 Condensation Process from 1S-2P Model to Is-l P Model
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in which

B (1) = n1 2
o II'

~

m~ .
-I'

Bill
~ ~ , B 1:1 " , I ~ l

,
~

= - (.c\- '") - ) ::: m~I'(~~ -2(J)~ l, BJ = nl l nl, (~1.1, -w~ -W~)nl lp ,- ~w, .I -I' -I' I - r f' !' -I' !' -J' I' -I'

B ~ 1) : 4 B~ :, : 4 B~ 'I
, ,

::: m Ip(l):r ::: m:pw 1p
::: nl l m, w~ w~

I' -I' r -I'

II ::: C l> (C:C; + CiCl> - C/..:C5 - CIC,C)

':I=A+.c\1 (J-m~ )+A, l1-mi), r -I' ~r p

c: =

C~ =

C4 :::

.., "'t .., ., "l

W-+W-
j

(I -m~ ) +W~ (I -m-I ) +.l (.It +.1, ) +!i
1

A,
J P -J' -I' P -' r -p I' -I'

Here. Sf is the power spectral density of the common factor f(t l in the external excitJtion. which is

omined in Fig. 8-2.

The mean-square velocities E, and E: as well as erJergy correlation E)(E,E,)'" are shown in

Figs.8-3(a. b) as functions of frequency ratios w,,/w, and (J):p' -.0,. It can be observed that E, and E,

generally do not vary appreciably when -.o,/ro, and {u,Jw. deviates from unity. The same
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phenomenon happens to the energy cOlIelation EJ(EIE2)O~ as far as liJq)W, varies outside the range

between unity and wl,!ro,. These observations imply insensitivity of E,. ~ and EJ(E,E2)"l to the

frequency ratio W1,!W, under certain circumstances, which indicates the possibiliry of condensation

of any two modes far away from ro,. On the other hand. the energy correlation becomes strong

when WlP lies between roo and WIP' This is especially true when rolP is detuned with W,. These

observations fonn the basis of the mean-square condensation method to be developed below. Fig.

8-3(b) also shows that energy correlation does not change significantly when mass coupling m2p

varies.

The two modes of the P-system incorporated in the IS-2P model can be precisely condensed

into one mode if some physical parameters such as the mean-square velocity of the S-system are

exclusively of interest. In this situation, equivalence of mean-square velocities of the S-system

from the IS·2P model and the IS-IP model results in an equivalent external force ~rl/(t) (~

is a modification factor) as shown in Fig. 8-2(b), whose contribution to the mean-square velocity

of the S-system is equivalent to the r 1/<r) and r 2,/(r) in the I S-2P model. i.e .•

(8.28)

For the general case (n > 2), it is expected that an MDOF P-system can be condensed into a

two-OOF P-system in a similar way. From the power balance equation ofthe P-S system [13]. one

can see that kinetic energy of the S-system or power flow from one subsystem to another would be

the roost important parameter. Together with potential energy, this is also an essential parameter to

evaluate the secondary system perfonnance if Gaussian excitation is considered. Based on these

observations. the mean-square velociry (or kinetic energy) of the S-system is considered as a major

parameter on which the equivalence between the MDOF P-system and the two-DOF P-system is

based.

As a rule, two modes of the P-system whose frequencies are farthest from the frequency of

the S-system should be condensed into one mode first. However, when the lS-2P model is used,

the dynamic interaction effect of the remaining modes of the P-system on the condensation can not
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be taken into account. This means that a solid cut has been made between the two modes of

the P-system and me rest. which is not expected to be satisfactory as indicated in the numerical

evaluation of the IS-2P model. In what follows, one more mode of the P-system is added to the

lS-2P mo<.el to Conn a new IS-3P model as shown in Fig. 8-4(c). The new mode functions

as an adjt.:stment element which reftects the energy exchange between the two modes of the

P-system in the IS-2P model and the remaining modes. Whenever one condensation step is being

accomplished, three modes of the P-system have been condensed into two modes or the IS-3P

model is transfonned into the lS-2P model. The equivalence condition for these models can be

readily established by following Eq. (8.28), i.e.,

(E.hs-3P modd = (E.hs-zp model

8.4.2 The Mean-Square Condensation Method (MSC Method)

(8.29)

Modes ofa general P-system are divided into two groups in the MSC method, i.e., predominant

and residue groups. The predominant group consists of three consecutive modes of the P-system,

the middle mode of which is selected by the following sample criterion:

minll-~li w; (8.30)

if the frequency Wip detennined by Eq. (8.30) is neither equal to Wlp nor equal to Wnp• Otherwise,

the three consecutive modes in the predominant group are chosen as the first three or last three

modes of the P-system. All the residue modes of the P-system an:: condensed into their closest

predominant modes.

An immediate question to be posed here is whether the IS-3P model including three

predominant modes of the P-system by neglecting all the residue modes of the P-system is

sufficient to represent the total dynamic response of the S-system. Numerical evaluations of a

ten-story shear building demonstrate that this treatment is not satisfactory. Thus, methods of
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Fig. 8-4 Modal Interaction of P-S System
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accounting for the remaining modes are needed and this is accomplished in this sectiun through

mean-square condensation.

In order to simplify the illustration of the method, a flexible SDOF S-system with an n-DOF

P-system (lS-nP model, iAJ. ~ "'lp) is considered in the following analysis as shown in Fig. 8-4(a).

In this case, three predominant modes of the P-system can be easily determined from Eq. (8.30)

as the first three modes. Figure 8-4(a) indicates that a one-point input to a physical structure such

as an earthquake ground displacement leads to 11 perfectly correlated inputs to an n-DOF P-system

in the modal space. Inllie next paragraph, only one mode condensation process is illusuated and

the remaining residue modes of the P-system can be condensed in the same fashion.

Like the IS-2P model. we can condense exactly the n-DOF P-system i..no an (11 - l)-ooF

P-systern based on the equivalent mean-square velocity of the S-systern. Similarly, the (n - 1)-DOF

of the P-system in Fig. 8-4(b) can finally be condensed into a SooF P-system. However, this

recursive process is impractical because it requires the solution of the IS-nP model which is of

interest here. In the MSC method, every step to condense one DOF of the P-system is executed

through a simplified IS-3P model and its associated IS-2P model in Figs. 8-4(c) and 8-4(d),

respectively. The recursive process stops when only three predominant modes of the P-system

determined by Eq. (8.30) are left. All the other quantities of interest such as displacement and

acceleration of the S-system can be determined directly from this condensed IS-3P model. The

approximation in this method is uniquely introduced when the first (n-2)-DOF of the P-system is

simply substituted by one equivalent mode e (from Fig. 8-4(a) to Fig. 8-4{c» and the equivalent

mode is reversed into (n - 2)-DOF of the P-system after mode n of the P-system has been condensed

(from Fig. 8-4{d) to Fig. 8-4(b». Here, mode n is the one whose frequency is farthest from

iAJ. compared to the rest and mode n - 1 is the next to it. In contrast, mode e is an artificial one

whose effect on the response of the S-system is supposed to be approximately equivalent to the

substituted (n - 2)-DOF P-system as far as the modification factor (PI and fJ2) in the condensed

lS-2P model in Fig. 8-4(c) are concerned. The formulation for calculating artificial frequency iAJcp

and its associated parameters Acp, me,> and r cp can be simply implemented as described below.
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8.4.3 Determination of Parameters (ro .£1 .m.p' r ) A&tociated with therp rp < ,p'
Artificial Mode

As in Eq. (S.2S) for the lS-2P model, amplitude of S~system in the frequency domain for a

general 1S~(n·2)P model can be expressed as

(8.31 )

indicating that amplitude of the S-system for the 1S-(n-2)P model would be identical to that of au

artificial 1Sol P model if

,,-2

m,pr,pHep = L miprirHi~
i = J

(8. 32)

(8.33)

in which m,p' r 'p' and fi,p are mass coupling coefficient. participation factor and transfer

function of the artificial mode corresponding to m rp' rip' and Hip of mode i. Unfonunately, the

above equations can not be satisfied for all exciting frequencies (ro). In what follow.•, the

artificial parameters m.p' f . ro and £1 are divided into two groups: (1) mep and r and (2)00
< ep ep l'p ep ,p

and 6. ,p' The mass coupling coefficient and participation factor (m ,p' r l'p) are simply selected in

such a way that Eqs. (8.32) and (8.33) hold when co approaches infinity. i.e .•

"-2
rep = I. mipf;plm,p

i " 1

(8.34)

(8.35)

While the frequency and damping coefficient (roep.£1l'p) can be detennined based on the least-square

principle. i.e.,
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in which ao and bo are weighting factors. However, they are implicitly involved in the resulting

equations. For the sake of simplicity, the following criteria are employed instead. That is,

00 11-2

J L (m;pf;p) "IHi/dro = I (m,prtp)2:Htp 2dro
-00;=1 -00

00 11-2 ,

Sro2 L (m;pf;p)2 H ;p,Zdro = f ro2(mtpftp) ~ H tp
2
dro

i=1 -00

Solving Eqs. (8.37) and (838) simultaneously gives rise to

2,,-Z n-Z(mf)
!!. = "" (m. f ) 2 I "" Ip Ip

tp "- Ip Ip "- !!.
i,," 1 i == 1 Ip

(8.37)

(8. 38)

(8.39)

(8.40)

Numerical calculation for a few weighted-average schemes of 00..., ~, m.,.. f .... independent

of ro•. shows that the mean-square response of the S-system is insensitive to these choices.

8.4.4 Solution Properties
By substituting 131f, 1) and~2f forf l and f., inEq.(8.26),theanalyticalprocedure

n- F tp P .p

to detennine the modification factors (13, and ~2) in the IS-2P model in Fig. 8-4(d) can be

developed. giving

(8.41 )

in which £$ is the mean-square velocity of the condensing IS-3P model, i.e., (£$) lS-3P in Eq.

(8.29). For a general system, E" E2 and E. are all positive. Furthennore, (~2_ E,~)<O because E.

>O. From the mathematical point of view, the trajectory that Eq.(8.41) describes is an ellipse in the

~1-131 plane. Any point on this ellipse represents one solution of ~l and ~l,which indicates that

the MSC solution exists but is not unique. In order to obtain one unique solution, the condensation

process should be imposed on the mode whose frequency is farthest from CO.' A good selection

of ~, and ~2 might be one by taking ~2 =1.0 when its maximum ~]O (=(E. EJ(E1 ~_~2»O.5)
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is greater than one and 132 is set to be 1311l otherwise. For a given ~1' two solutions for 131 exist,

whichever closer to one is the solution. It is wonh noting that the closed-form expression of E. in

the IS-3P model has also been fonnulated so that the computation of modification factors in each

step is surprisingly expedient.

8.4.5 Summary of the MSC Procedure

The MSC procedure for a general IS-nP model can now be summarized as follows:

(I). Find out frequencies (w . WI < w2 < ....• < Ol ) of individual S- and P-systems as well
• p p ~

as participation factors of the P-system (I'lp' l'2p..... l'np) and mass coupling coefficients

(m tp' m2p' ... , m np ) .

(2). Selectlhree predominant modes of the P-systcm based on Eq.(8.30) and let their frequencies

be

(3). Condense all modes of the P-system whose frequencies are larger than Ol (j + I) P into mode

(j + I), starting out with mode II as shown in Fig. 8-4 (condensation step 1= I). Every circle

from Fig. 8-4(a) -+ Fig.8-4(c) -+ Fig.8-4(d) -+ Fig. 8-4(b) condenses one mode of the

P-system.

(a). Calculate Wep,tJ.ep,ff1ep and I'ep by Eqs. (8.34,lU5,8.39,8.40) for the first (n·J -J) modes of

the P-system. To£ether with modes (n-/) and (n+J-J), the artificial mode e fomls three

modes of P-system in the 1S-3P model at this step which is then condensed into its asso-

ciated IS-2P mockl with modification factors Pt and ~2' The artificial mode e is lastly

reversed into the first (n- J-J) modes with 132r kp as a new participation factor for mode k

(k=/,2, ... , n-l-I) and ~ll'(n-l)p for mode (n-l). Consequently, the lS-(n+l-l)P system

has been condensed inl{) a IS-(n-!)P system.

(b). Repeat step (a) with J+ J in place of I untill is equal to n-i-l. The original IS-nP system

is then condensed into 1S-(i+ I )P system,

(4). Condense all modes of the P-system whose frequencies are smaller than oo(j -I) p into mode

(i-J), starting out with mode 1 (condensation step 1=1).

(a). Calculate CJ)ep' !!ep' mel' and I'epby Eqs. (8.34.8.35,8.39.8.40) forthe last (i-I) modes of the
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condensed P-system. Together with modes 1 and 1+ I. the artificial mode e fOnl1S three

modes of the P-system in the lS-3P model at this step. which is then condensed into its

associated IS-2P model with modification factors ~\ and pz. The artificial mode e is lastly

reversed into the la~\ (i-I) modes with Jj2!·k.p as a new participation factor for mode k

(k=2+1.3+/, ...• i+l) and Jj\I' U+ I)p for made (/+l). Consequently, the condensed IS

(i+2-I)P system ha~ heen further condensed into a IS-li +l-I)P system.

(b). Repeat step (a) with 1+1 in place of 1 until 1 is equal to i-2. As a result, the IS-3P system

with three predominant modes of the P-system is established.

(5). Calculate the dynamic response of the S-system and assess its dynamic perfonnance from the

condensed 1S-3P system with three predominant modes of the P-system.

8.4.6 Convergence as Mass Ratio (mjl1\.) Becomes Small
When the mass ratio between the S- and P-systems becomes very small, the following

relations hold: (I) w,'s are kept constant since the stiffness of the S-system are taken to be

proportional to the mass of the same system; (2). COp's approach Wp(O)'s which are the frequencies

of the P-system without the S-system; (3). Msp becomes proportional to the square root of the

mass ratio; r approaches r(O) which consists of the participation factors when the S-system

vanishes.

As the mass ratio decreases. the effect of the P-modes whose frequencies are far from ro,

usually becomes negligible compared to the remaining modes. The final three pomades left after

the condensation process has been completed contribute almost all the energy to the S-system due

to the tuning effect. Numerical experimentation in Fig. 8-5(a) shows that the rate of convergence

is good in the tuned case. For the detuned case, however. the converged value may deviate from

the exact one as shown in Fig. 8·5(b). This is partially because the energy correlation becomes

strong as illustrated in Fig. 8·3(b). In fact. all the parameters such as damping of the P- and S-

systems. mass ratio. modal participation factor of the P-system as well as frequency ratio

mentioned above will contribute to energy distribution of the S-system. In the detuned situation.

the frequency ratio seems no longer to be a major parameter in energy distribution and criterion in
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Eq. (8.30) can not adequately provide three representative modes.

8.5 Numerical Verification

In this section. two illustrative examples are presented and discussed to examine the accuracy

and efficiency of the MSC method. While mean-square velocity spectra in the modal space are

shown in the following examples. the total response of the MDOF S-system can be combined

using any justified rule as summarized in Section 2.1.4.3. The excitation f(t) resulted from the

support displacement in the P-system is considered as a broad-band stochastic process with

spectral density of 1.0.

8.5.1 Example 1. SDOF S-System and MDOF p-S)'stem

A ten-story unifonn shear building with mass, stiffness, and modal damping coefficients as

shown in Fig, 8-6 is considered. Two attaclunent positions of the equipment are studied. i.e., one

on the 5th-floor and the other on the top floor. In this study, two values of the secondary mass are

chosen. They are 925 kg and 46300 kg, which correspond to mass ratios (equipment to floor mass)

of0.53% and 26.4q'(, respectively. The mean-square velocity spectra of the S-system are presented

in Figs. 8-7(a-<1). Compared with the integration results (dashed lines in Fig. 8-7). the MSC

method predicts very well response spectra of the S-system, especially when the mass ratio is small

(Fig. 8-7(a) and Fig. 8-7(c». In particular, the mean-square velocity corresponding to the tuned

case in which the S-system frequency is tuned to one of the frequencies of the P-system is predicted

very well, Even when the mass ratio reaches 26.4%. the relative variations of the resJX'I1se spectra

of the S-system produced by integration and the MSC method agree well, This is especially

imponant in the preliminary design. The switch of three fundamental modes. when 0>. varies. is

responsible for a few discontinuity points in the mean-square spectra. From the IS-3P model after

the condensation process has been done, one can easily calculate other parameters of interest such

as relative displacement and absolute acceleration. The mean-square displacement spectra of the

S-system is shown in Fig. 8-8. from which one can observe that the accuracy compared to the

integration results is better than the mean-square velocity spectra due to the effect of so-called low

pass filter.
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By comparing the mean-square velocity spectra shown in Figs. 8-7(a) and 8·7(c). one can

observe that the S-system will obtain more energy in the low frequency range for the top-floor

configuration than for the 5th-floor configuration. This implies the involvement of more high

order modes of the P-system for the 5th-floor attaclunent and illustrates the importance of

attachment position in the S-system design. For this reason, the mean-square velocity spectra for

the top-floor attachment are generally more accurate than the other as demonstrated in Figs. 8-7(a-

d).

One of the most attractive features associated with the MSC method is its computational

efficiency. The CPU time required to calculate the response of the S-system by the method is a

linearly increasing function of the number of DOF of the P-system and independent of ro,_ On

the other hand, integration method needs much more time to reduce the relative error of the

adjacent two steps when one more DOF of the P-system is introduced. Moreover, the CPU time

required is related to the position of w. with respect to 0)", (i::::l ,2, ...•n). In this example, the

integration method required ten to thirty times of CPU needed to execute the MSC procedure.

which is an important factor in practical design.

8.5.2 Example 2. MDOF S.System and MDOF P.System
The technique developed in the preceding section can be easily extended to MDOF S-

systems. Conventional static condensation should be carried out to absorb all modes in the S

system except CJ);. before the technique can be applied. When the P-system is the only one

subjected to excitation, the static response of any mode in the S-system, (l)u (i=1,2•... ,m), is equal

to zero.

A six-story building with two secondary masses is considered herein to examine the accuracy

of the method regarding to anactunent configurations. Each Story has the same mass of 1.0 kip

s~/in (= 1.8x105 kg) and interval stiffness of 5000 kips/in (= 9x}08 N/m) as discussed in Section

7.7.2. Three different cormeeting configurations are considered in this example. Except for Model

B, two secondary masses have the same mass of O.lkip S2/in(= 1.8xI04 kg) and cOlUlecting stiff

ness ko. In Model B, two secondary connecting stiffness are taken as ko and 4ko. respectively, to
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avoid tuning in the S-system itself. For all three models. five percent of critical damping for both

P- and S-system is assumed.

The modal mean-square velocity of the S-s)'stem for three different attachment configurations

are shown in Figs. 8-9(a-c). It can be seen that the modal responses of the S-system produced by

the MSC method and the integration method agree well. especially when the relative response

variations are of interf>st. It can also be observed that the first modal response plays an important

role for all three models except for the one with two separ?te secondary masses in which the

second-mode response is about the same as the first-mode response in the low frequency range.

This results from the fact that frequency of the second mode in the example is twice that of the first

mode which is tuned to the frequencies of the P-system.

8.6 Application in Practical Design
As demonstrated in the preceding section. the method developed herein is quite efficient in

calculating the response of S-systems. The previous examples have already shown the potential

application in preliminary design about selecting the attachment configuration. The optimum

selection of the S-system frequency can be easily made from the mean-square velocity spectrum.

Another useful design infonnation pertains to the amount of damping needed to further mitigate

vibration of the S-system. FigUle 8-10 presents the mean-square velocity versus the damping ratio

of the S-system which is anached to the fifth floor of the P-system in the first example. It is

observed that no optimum damping ratio exists for the tuned case as discussed in [46]. An efficient

damping ratio in this case can be simply chosen as the one with an appropriate trade-off between

high sensitivity of reEp<mse of the S-syslem and economical considerations.

8.7 Discussions
The mean-square condensation method proposed in this section has been shown to be an

efficient way to calculate the dynamic response of S-systems under broad-band excitations. It can

be categorized as a coupled analysis of P-S systems while the modal properties of individual

subsystems are used so that there is no difficulty in numerical calculation. Unlike the penurbation
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scheme, there is no need to divide the general P-S system into tuned and detuned cases here.

Furthermore. calculation in the tuned case, of panicular interest in most practical designs. is more

accurate than that in the detuned case. The frequency characteristics of the combined system is not

required to calculate the dynamic response of the S-system. Since all the processes involved in

this method are analytical calculations using explicit expressions. the panicipation of more DOF

of the P-system does not significantly increase the calculation and stable solutions can always be

obtained for arbitrarily specified P·S configurations and frequency characteristics of the S-system.

Although numerical results in this paper are presented in the form of mean-square

displacement and velocity of the S-system when the P-system is subjected to base displacement

input. the expectation of maximum response which is more pertinent to practical design can be

obtained by multiplying the obtained root-mean-square response by the peak factor. When

nonstationarity of seismic loadings has to be considered. the condensation process developed for

the case of white noise input can be still effective but the condensed lS-3P system should be

subjected to the nonstationary seismic loading.

For further refinement of this method. the expressions of 0>.,. .A.p • m.,. and r.,. in Eqs.

(8.34.8.35,8.39,8.40) may be related to the frequency of the S-system so that the dynamic interac

tion effect at this level can be taken into account.
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SECTION 9

CONCLUDING REMARKS

9.1 General Remarks on This Study

The work reported in this report is aimed at developing simple yet accurate iipproacheS for

the dynamic analysis and design of S-systems. The energy balance principle (SEA for complex

systems) is shown to be a good candidate. which is certainly manageable in practical designs.

The fundamental principle for all the closed-form formulations developed in this study is to

appropriately substitute the energy transfer between two simple systems (typically, SooF P- and

SooF S-systems) for the calculation of energy flow transmitted from one subsystem to another in

a very complex P-S system. Therefore, all the procedures suggested here are basic:ally developed

for coupled analyses in which general characteristics listed in Section 2.1.4.1 have been inherently

taken into account. Frequency characteristics of individual P- and S-systems are incorporated

into the analyses so that the analysis procedure for dynamic response can be simplified and

the computational efforts can be considerably reduced for complex systems. Furthermore, the

unnecessary error involved in the course of response calculation due to the contaminated frequency

characteristics of the coupled P-S system can be totally suppressed.

While statistical energy analysis has been shown to be a powerful technique to analyze the

sound-structure interaction effect, it becomes less effective in the analysis of interaction effect

between two structures subjected to earthquake loads as the relatively low excitation frequencies in

this case generate a few low normal modes of P-S systems that store most of the generated energy.

Based on this observation, an approximate approach. namely. the mean-square condensation

method, has been developed by incorporating power Bow and energy concepts at the level of

individual members instead of statistical population. Analytical and numerical verification for

the method demonstrates the efficiency and accuracy associated with these simple procedures.
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Consequently. they can be used to conduct a performance study in a preliminary design or to

qualify an S-system under seismic loads. An important feature about the mean-square condensation

methuJ is that calculated responses of an S-system tuned to its supporting system are usually more

accurate than those of the detuned system.

Finally, the exact solution for a class of complex P-S systems has been obtained by grouping a

general P-S system into many subsystems with small numbers of degree-of-freedom.

9.2 Further Research Directions

9.2.1 Nonstationary and Finite Frequency-Band Inputs

The extemalloads in this investigation are alisumed to be broad-band stochastic processes. In

reality, however. earthquakes are nonstationary and of finite frequency-band. The nonstationarity

usually suppresses the dynamic response of long period systems [76] whereas the effect of finite

frequency-band is much more complicated, depending on the relative variations between the

excitation frequencies and system frequencies. These topics, especially the latter, deserve further

attention.

9.2.2 Nonlinear Systems

As mentioned in Section 2.1.5, a P-system and/or an S-system may behave inelastically

under strong earthquakes. Consideration of these nonlinear behaviors in the response calculation

certainly is imponant in order to develop a practical model for design. In a weak nonlinear situation,

equivalent linearization techniques can be used to solve the nonlinear systems by a substituted

linear system for which all the formulations derived in this report are applicable. Otherwise. the

transfer function procedure applied in the derivation basically fails and new formulations need to

be developed in the time domain.

9.2.3 Dynamic Responses of S-System Due to Its Own Disturbance

The perfonnance of rotating S-systems attached to a structure has recently been studied by

Singh and Suarez [84]. The speed at which these systems rotate may be very high. Subsequently.

these systems themselves generate a few high frequency modes of the coupled P-S system within
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small frequency band, a property that fits well with the fundamental assumption in SEA. Therefore.

SEA is expected to have promising applications in these cases.
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Appendix A

INTEGRATION FORMULAS

In this appendix, definite integrations of a class of functions have been carried out and listed

below. All the roots of hi (00)

When 8z«(I»;= BoooZ+B 1

(i = 2,4,6,8) are assumed in the upper plane.

and h2 (ro) = -COroZ+C1jOO+C2

When 84 (00) = BO(J.)6 + B 1004 + B2w2+ B;

h4 «J.) = CO(J.)4 - C dOO3 - CZro2 + C>i ffi + C4

(A. 1)

When g6(ffi) = BowlO+Btro8+B20'l+B3(J.)4+B4(1)Z+Bs

h6 (ro) = - Co oo6 + C tiooS + Czoo4- C~OO3 - C ~ro2 + C ~(I) + C6

(A. 2)

in which

A 2 == COC6(C~C6-CICSC6-C3C4CS+C2C;)

A 3 == COC6(COC;+Clc::,C6-ClC,CS)

A4 = COC6(COC3CS+C~C6-CIC2CS)

As =COC6 (CoC~ - CoC ICS+cic. - ClCZC 3)

A6 = C~(CoC;+CiC4-CIC4CS-C2C3CS)

A-I



When

-CoC 1 (C OC4C5 + C lC2C6 + CZC ;lC4 - COC;lC6 - C~CS - CIC~ )

g (00) - B ro 14 +B ooJ2+B oolO+B ooS+B w6 +B 004+B ooZ+B8 -0 I '2 ; 4 5 6 7

hS ( (0) =COro
S

- CdW7
- C20)6 + C?JW5+ C4 (1)4 - CS/w; - C6 002 + C7/00 + Cs

""f ~(W) dro:::: 1t(BOA I +B I,42 +BZA 3+B;A4+B4AS +BSA6+B6A7 +B7AS)

_.,!hg «0): 2 Co (C IA I - C3AZ + CSA3 - C7A4 )

in which
") ")

Al = (C6C7-CSCs)DI-C',D2+C7CgD3+C7CSDI4-CsDI5

Az =C lC7DJ6 - C ICgD7 - COC7DJ7 + COCgD9

A 3 :::: CIC7D1S-CICgDI9-COC7Dzo+CoCsD21

A4 =C IC7D22 - C lC8D23 - COC7D24 + COCgDZ5

As = C 1C7D 26 - C I CSDz7 -CoC7D 3 +COCgD IS

A6 =C ICZD 1 - CiD4 + COC ID7 - CoC3D 1+ CoC 1D zs - C~9
")

A7 :::: [(C ICZ - COC3) (C6D 1 - C,DZ+ CgD;) - Cj (C 6D4 - C7DS+CgD6 )

")

+COC1(C6D7-C7Ds+C6D2g-C7Dz9+CSD30) -Co(C 6D9- C7D31) ]/Cs

D I :::: C;C4C5+CIC5C6+CZC3C7-CIC4C7-C~C6-C2C;

D2 =C3C~+C~C7+COCSC6-COC4C7-C2C3C6-CZC4C5

D3 = C;C4+ CoC; + C ICZC7 - COC3C7 - C2C 3C5-C JC4CS

D4 =C;CS+CIC~+C2C3CS-CIC4CS-C3C4C6-C'2CSC6

DS =C~+COC~+C~C8-COC4Cg-2C2C4C6

D6 =C3C~+CIC2C8+COC5C6-COC3C8-CZC4CS-CIC4C6

D 7 = C4C;+CIC6C7+C~C8-CIC5C8-C3C4C7-C3CSC6

DS =C~CS+C2C3C8+COC6C7-COC5Cg-C2C4C7-C3C4C6

D9 = C~+CIC~-2C3CSC7

D lO :::: C;C6+CIC7Cg-C3CSCg-C4CSC7

DB:::: C;C6+CIC7CS-C3C6C7-C3CSCg

D 12 =clci-C3C6C8+CSC~-C4CSCg

D 13 = C3C4CS+CjC3CS-CIC4C7-C;C6

A-2

(A. 4)



D l4 = C~C4 +C 1C 2C, -C1C 3C 6 - C ZC 3C S

DIS = cj +CiC, - 2C 1C 3CS

D 1b = C4CSC6+C2C6C,+C3C4C8-CZCSCg-C~C7-C3C~

D 17 =C;C6+C2C~-C4CSC7-C3C6C7
~

D]g = CzCsC(j+COC6C7+CIC4CS-COCSCg-CZC4C,-CIC6

~

D 19 = C2C;+CIC"Cg-CZC3C,-C]CSC6

D20 = C3CSC6+COC~-C3C4C7-CIC6C7

2 ZD Zl = C 3C S - C 3C 7 - C1CSC,

D 22 = C 2C"C6 + COC4 C, +C]C2 Cg - COC 3C g - C~C, - C 1C 4C 6
~

D 2" = C ZC 3C s+CiC g -ClC 2C, -ClC4C S

D Z4 = C~C6+COC5C,-C2C3C,-CJCSC6

D 2S =C~CS-C1C3C7-CJC;

D 26 = C2C3C4+CJC2C6+COC4C5-COC3C6-C~CS-C]C;

D 27 = C2C~+CrC6-CJC2CS-CIC3C4

D Z8 = C 4C; + C jC6C7 - C 3C SC 6 - C2CSC7

D Z9 = C;CS+COC6C,-CZCSC6-CZC4C7

D 30 = C 3C4CS +COCSC, -CZC;-C 1C 4C,

D 31 = C4C~+COC~-C2CSC7-C3C4C7
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